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State budget vote delayed
Tuition hike
is said to he
a possibility
By Greg Flemming

Tom Richardson of the Durham Fire Department waters down the
edge of a brush fire that covered nearly four acres of land between
Long Marsh Road and Wine Cellar Road in Durham. The fire
required the assistance of 20 firefighters and lasted approxiamately
lYi hours, according to Fire Chief Roland LaRoache. No cause of
the fire has been determined. (Tim Lorette photo)

Meeting until late last night, the
NH House of Representatives was
unable to agree on a balanced
budget, and therefore did not vote
on the State's operating budget,
which included the UNH budget
for the next two years.
Under the proposed House Bill
600, the University budget would ·
be cut by more than $7 million.
Tlie House will reconvene today
to continue debate on the budget.
The proposed cut provoked
protest from administrators and
alumni of the University, who
warn of substantial tuition
increases and a reduction in the
quality of education provided if
'
the bill is passed.
S~veral University officials,
.
mcludmg John Hose, executive
assistant to President Evelyn
Handler, estimated that tuition for

In addition to lounge build-ups,
initial plans for fall housing
include provisions to convert 50100 rooms to triples, according to
figures released yesterday by the
Office of Residential Lite. ·
In a letter to The New
Hampshire, Carol Bischoff,
director of Residential Life stated
that the excess number of possible
triples will vary, and probably
decrease.
Housing assignment figure s,
though updated , vary daily
according to Bischoff. Several
factors contributing to the
fluctuation include undetermined
numbers of students returning
from Study Abroad, exchange

programs, and those moving to
fraternities and sororites.
In addition, several important
factors which will be determined
this summer include the number of
freshmen who are admitted after
May, summer cancellations from
returning students and freshmen,
and suspensions.
The proposed triples are a result
of Residential Life's total
dependency on cancellations in
order to meet the expected demand
for housing which the University is
committed to.
According to Bischoff, tripling
up rooms is a better alternative to
using lounges. "We'll try to
preserve the use of the lounge for
all students on the floor. The basic
philosophy is that triples primarily
impact three people whereas a
lounge usually impacts 30 or
more, "she stated.
The standard on-campus
undergraduate hou sing capacity is
4,276. An adapted capacity of
4,517 which includes 151 triples
and 90 people in lounges could still
leave the University with an
overdemand for beds.
The shortage would then
necessitate the use of the proposed
conversion of doubles to triples.

The Mill Pond Center--art for
the Durham community. Page
16.

As in the past, Residential Live
will continue to compensate for
no-shows and withdrawals in the
first few weeks by placing more
t_h an 90 students in short-term
assignments in lounges. All of the
lounges being used will
accomodate from two to a
maximum of six students.

we should be in personal contact
with legislators, "Savage said,
·~we're at that time."
"There's no question in our
mind that the best type of person to
lobby is the student," he added. "In
the fourteen years I have been at
the University, there's never been a
time when students could make
such an impact."
Regarding the possible tuition
increase, Sav~ge noted that ten
years ago tuition was $1,000, and
nine years ago, it was $900. "Over a
period of five years there was no
increase for in-state students."
Senator Leo Lessard (D-Dover)
plans an active campaign in the
Senate to put some money back
into the University budget, which
he calls "unbelievably bad".
"We're pricing education out of
the market," Lessard said. "We're
practically turning UNH into a
private school."
Lessard said the proposed
University _budget cut was largely
due to the fiscal crisis now facing
the state because of a decrease in
Federal aid and revenue from the
·
business profits taxes.
"It's going to be a horrendous
fight," he said, "but one that we
have to fight."

They're climbing the walls
By Norm Dupre

Doubles may he
changed to triples

in-state students could increase to
$2,000. It is currently $1,150.
House Bill 600 allocates
approximately $17 million to
UNH, according to the press office
at the State House in Concord. If it
passes in the House,the bill must
also be approved by the Senate and
Governor Hugh Gallen.
President Evelyn Handler said
the bill, which is estimated to cut
$750 of state aid from each in-state
student, "threatens to seriously
compromise academic quality" at
UNH.
She listed elimination of
programs, larger class sizes,
reduced course offerings, and
endangering of University
accredidation as consequences.
James Powers, president of the
board of directors of the UNH
Alumni Association, issued a
statement of opposition to the cuts
earlier this week.
"If this is not changed," the
statement said, "the quality of
education available to UNH
students will be seriously
diminished."
Eugene Savage, vice-president
for public relations, met with fewer
than 20 students Wednesday nigh1
in a last minute plea for them to
campaign in Concord yesterday.
"If there were ever a time when

At 12:20 a.m., T-Hall time, the
assault began.
Two cars sat quietly in the
nearby parking lot as the three
climbers, dressed in dark clothes
and sneakers, headed quickly
through the Wednesday morning
fog to the fire escape readying for
the actual climb.
The climb was to be a short one,
only about 25 feet, but was
dangerous enough to require the
use of ropes because the slate
shingling of the roof was too
slippery to provide adequate
footing.
· ..-It's the safest way,"
explained one of the climbers as he
secured a red strap to his waist.
In the history 9f their midnight
climbs which include Hamilton
Smith, Stillings, Parsons,
Kingsbury, New Hampshire Hall,
Babcock, and McConnell--this
would be the first time ropes would
be needed.
The quiet of the night is broken
momentarily as someone passes
directly underneath the fire escape
on the way toward the parking lot.
The climbers huddle against the
building, confident they won't be
seen.
When everything is ready (and

quiet), one of the climberswearing a black pull-over
windbreaker, dungarees, and a
pair of J ox with holes near the
toes--pulls himself over the fire
escape railing and onto the roof
bracing his foot against two metal
pipes -w hich protrude from the
edge of the _roof.
The first attempt fails as the
climber, who has inched his way
about IO feet further up, cannot
continue. On the way down, he
breaks loose several pieces of slate
which fall three stories to the
ground.
The next attempt, by a climber
who is wearing a dark green army
jacket and an old pair of Converse
sneakers, is a success.
"Are you secure," one of the
climbers yells up to him.
"Yes!" comes the answer, and
the other two make it to the top in a
matter of minutes with the aid of
the rope from above.
Two people walk hand-in-hand
past the fire escape, unaware that
tnree people are unmtent1onally
eavesdropping on their private
conversation. They are headed
towards the parking lot. A car
starts and is driven away. Again, it
is quiet.
On top of the building, the

Forestry cleared until '83
The UNH forestry program was
granted accreditation through
June of 1983 last week.
The University's appeal to the
Society of American Foresters
(SAF) was accepted after
President Evelyn Handler, Vice
J President of Acadewic Affairs
Gordon Haaland, and three other
University officials travelled to
Washington,D.C.for the hearing.
Ort uctober Oth, the torestry
~epartment received a mailgram
stating that the program had been
~tripped of its accreditation. Later
~he accreditation was extended
tuntil July I pending the meeting in
\
Washington, D.C.
Originally the SAF was

reportedly to be unsatisfied with
the program which has 175
undergraduate and graduate
students because of an unbalanced
student-faculty ratio, programs
lacking practical application, and
the lack of a powerful department
head.
Haaland said that the University
made changes to regain the
accreditations, those of which

include the expanded the number
of science and specialized forestry
courses for majors and the creation
of a position for an assistant
director of the Institute of Natural
and Environmental Resources.
They will also add one new full time
faculty position to the department.

climbers approach the bell tower
where they place a makeshift white
flag just above the front clock.
T-Hall has been conquered.
"There's a certain thrill to it,"
one of the climbers said later. "It
gives you a feeling of poweryou 're bigger than everything else
around you."
Not all of them climb for the
thrill, though: "I don't do it for the
thrill," said another climber, "It's
the curiosity. I just want to see
\
what's up there."
What he found on top of
Thompson Hall though was six
inches of pigeon droppings.
"Our hands were covered with
.it," said one of the climbers.
T-Hall, according to·- the
climbers; turned out to be a
relatively easy climb.
"The hardest climb," said one,
"is a toss up between New
Hampshire Hall and Parsons."
Parsons, he believes, is probably
the most dangerous because of its
height.
·~you could survive a fall from
New Hampshire Hall without
breaking your neck,.," he adds,
almost confidently.
Parsons, however, is a different
matter. The climbing of Parsons,
accomplished by two of them on a
Sunday night last May, nearly
ended in tragedy.
The technique used on Parsons
was quite different from the one
used on T-Hall, explained the
climber.
"What we do," he explains, "is to ·
grip a brick as high up as you can,
placing two fingers on top and
your thumb underneath. You then
bring your other arm up, lifting
yourself off the ground, and try to
push your toes in between the
bricks. The bricks on the corner of
Iddles (auditorium) stick out."
He was able to make it 3/ 4 of the
way up Parsons before he had to

stop and rest. Eventually, he
managed to get one hand over the
top and pull himself up.
"I was pretty exhausted when I
finally got there," he said .
"Towards the top, I couldn't feel
my toes at an."
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Evelyn Browne: world explorer, a dCdicated teacher
· By Jackie MacMullan
"My three favorite sports are
archery, rock-climbing, and horseback riding. Do you know why
they are my favorites ladies and
gentlemen? Because in all three
you can get killed!"
So spoke Professor Evelyn
Browne on the first day of classes
this semester. The course was
Evolution of Spoi:t and the
classroom was full of students,
many of who were standing in the
aisles because all the seats were
taken. Each student was hoping to
get the chance to take the last
course that the 65 year-old
professor would teach at the
University of New Hampshire.
After 38 years as a member of
the University faculty, Evelyn
Browne is retiring.
Students and faculty have
learned to expect almost anything
from this veteran of the Physical
Education Department who
displays the energy and
enthusiasm of a teenager.
Browne has wrestled with
Indians, scaled mountains.

paintings of ~tallfons, Browne
smiled as she recounted her love of
outdoors and in particular
horsemanship.
Originally hired as an instructor
at a salary of$1600 a year, by 1963
Browne liad become one of the few
women at UNH to be named a full
professor. Her love for horses
prompted her to develop a
program for the University.
As early as 1944, Browne had
recommended that UNH add an
agricultural program riding barns
for the students. ID subsequent
years she laid out plans to create

into the barns with the horses.
Once, when she thou~ht one of the
mares was e·xpecting, she
accompanied students down to.the
barns where they stayed all ni~ht
awf,liting the birth of a foaL
.. We were all wrapped up in
blankets watching this poor mare,"
she laughed. "She was breathing
hard, but never did produce
anything.••
Through the years Browne piled
up more a·nd more credentials to
an all ready impressive resume.
She wrote IO publications on
topics ranging from "Touch.

quietly."
By following in her father's
footsteps, Evelyn embarked on
some of her own expeditions. She
and two friends travelled 100 miles
down the white water of the Bow
River in a canvas craft called a
foldboat:rhe result was yet another
successful feat for Evelyn Browne

'The Indians· could be as raucous and
rowdy as anyone, hut they had the
best manners I ever saw'

'I came to UNH
with the intention
of staying a
couple of years'

explored Alaska, lived in the wilds
of Canada, and kayaked down the
·rapids of Bow River. But amidst all
her "adventures," she always
found time for teaching.
Browne arrived on the UNH
campus in 1943 equipped with a
BA degree from the University of
California-Berkeley and a
Master's degree from the Teacher's
College in Columbia University.
She planned on a short stay. She
has been here ever since.
"I came to UNH with the
intention of staying a couple of
years, but I fell in love with the
riding program and the College
Woods," Browne explained. "The
whole area of New England
grabbed me."
Sitting in her third floor office of
New Hampshire Hall that is lined
wi~h books, magazines, and

Newsletter, and was the chairman
of the New Hampshire Women's
National Rating Committee. The
list goes on and on.
The Durham· resident's
versitility at the university reaches
beyond her teaching abilities. In
the '40's and '50's Browne was the
advisor _of the Outing Club. In the

what Mademoiselle Magazine
(October 1964) termed as "one of
the finest horsemanship programs
m the country."
·
"Everything started to blend in
so well here and I was having so
much fun. We really got the ball
rolling," she ·said.
In the early stages of the
program, Browne tried to take
students out of the classroom and

,,,___ _ _.News
Roo1n Reserved
The Senate Room of the MUB has been reserved
as a study room from May 13 to May 21. On May
20, however, the study r9om will be changed to
room 127 in Hamilton Smith.
Coffee will be provided courtesy of the Student
Activites Office.

•
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Football for Girls" to an
"Ethological Theory of Play." She
also collaborated with others on
the production of four films.
At one time, Browne belonged
to the International Association
for Physical Education and Sports
for Girls and Women, the
American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation,
and Dance. was Editor of

'60~s there were new challenges to
meet and Browne became active as
part of the Library Committee and
a member of the Judicial Board. In
the early 70's, her energies were
focussed toward the Sidore
Lecture Committee, of which she
was Chairman from 1971-73.
Though active in int~rcollegiate
activities as both a coach and
advisor, Browne placed emphasis
on intramurals as well. She was
instrumental in developing the
highly successful program that
UNH has today and was the first to
develop a women's touch football
program.
Browne's background is as
colorful and full of adventure as
she is herself. The daughter of a
landscape artist and explorer, she
was brought up .in the Rocky
Mountain region of Canada where
she spent most of her time roaming
in the woods with her father
Belmore Browne. Belmore was the
leader of three expeditions that
attempted to· scale Mount
McKinley, and every year he
treated Evelyn to a long summer
that went from May to October.
~I was always late coming back
to school," Browne recalled. "My
father always wanted to go hunting
or something more exciting."
While living in Canada, the
family came in contact daily with
Indians living on a nearby
reservation. One of the favorite
activities of the Browne family was
to wrestle with them while riding
bareback on a horse.
"The Indians couldbe as raucous
and rowdy as anyone, but they had
the best manners I ever saw,"
Browne said. "My mother used to
invite them over for tea and since
they weren't accustomed to chairs,
they 'Yould all sit in a little row very

that had never been accomplished
by anyone before.
Recently, Browne and five
others completed an excursion to
Montague Island in Alaska for 12
days to re-trace the steps of a
similar expedition that Belmore
had led in 1912.
"I had heard my father tell the
story of his trip thousands of times
so I knew all about it,' she
explained. "But what a thrill to
arrive on the island·and be able to
locate the spots that my father had
described so vividly to me."
Browne's enthusiasm from her
own personal experiences spills
over into the classroom. She recaptures her adventures in her
lectures.
Every Tuesday and Thursday
she teaches her students theories of
play that were drawn up by such
experts as Karl Gros, Konrad
Lorenz, and ... Evelyn Browne.
Her own theory has been
accepted and credited nation-wide
and was print.ed in "Contemporary
Readings in Physical Education."
Though she plans to pay no
mind to the fact that she is
"retired," Browne stressed that she
will ·miss interaction with the
students in the classroom.
"I absolutely love teaching and I
will. miss that very much," Browne
said.
.
Browne will not be without
things to do when her teaching
career ends in May. She plans to
Write a book on the Adams family
of Durham, whose documents,
letters, and books she has spent 2~
years combining into a special
collections exhibit available for
students in the Dimond Library.
Saturday, May 16, the Women's
BROWNE, page 6

Frats criticized for
Brief~
. ----.
racism, sexual abuse

Spaces converted include some wings in Stoke
Christensen and the addition of the former ATO
(Alpha Tau Omega fraternity) house.

Last Issue
Today will be the last regular issue of The New
Hampshire for the 1981-82 academic year. There
will be a summer issue on June 1st and regular
publicatio.n will resume next fall.

Residential Life
Weather

issues" and "so governed by
tradition that they can't see how '
they are engaging in those issues."
Insensitivity to social issues has
included the hazing incident
involving an AGR pledge posing
for The New Hampshire, in blackface, and the obscene harassment
of Take Back the Night marchers.
It has been only during the past
few years that fraternities and
sororities which repre~ent about 10
percent of the student population
have come under the auspices of
the Student Activities Office.
Most fraternities have removed
discriminatory clauses which
exclude all but white male
Caucasians. Still, according to
Brooks McQuade, a junior English
major, fraternities are an answer
for some students who need to
belong to a group, but he claims
they are "racist."
McQuade said he was present
when Lambda Chi brothers at
Scorpio's - Pub maligned a black
friend of his. McQuade said, "One
guv sai.d 'I'll qui~ if a nigger
:tR.1
I;·~ , , ') ··5• ; 1 L t. 'I J;; l. \ '• I:.:
r C ;.r.~ ,, .''\p~~f c. ~ , ~ 'I. 1 ~ . ·~ l. f\ l l \·
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Forum debates curriclllllm
denti~try, pre-med), the Institute
By Lori Alexander
More than 140 faculty members of Natural Environmental
attended the open faculty forum to Resources (INER), and Forestry.
discuss the current proposal to In addition, there were questions
change the general education raised regarding the administration of the proposed requirements.
curriculum.
Assistant Prof. William Baum,
Prof. Harvard Sitkoff,
chairman of the Undergraduate Psychology, said that one major
Curriculum Review Committee, issue is the quality of education
moderated the Tuesday meeting. when the faculty-student ·ratio
Sitkoff began by saying that grows. In~ letter to the faculty, the
changing the curriculum was a -Sitkoff Committee lists
"major task" and that the forum "appropriate-sized classes" as one
was designed to get suggestions of the proposal's criteria. Baum
. and present concerns out in the asked "Where does the personnel ·
come from?"
open.
Baum also said that the proposal
The proposal states that "all
UNH baccalaureate students, should include only specially
regardless of academic program, designated courses that are not the
be required to meet the following property of any departm~nt and
minimal general education therefore should not satisfy any
· departmental requirements.
requirements:"
·
Gwenyth Gerhard, Nursing,
-one course in Fundamental
said that "a nursing education at
Writing Skills
UNH would not be liberal." She
-one course in Quantitative
expressed concern about the
Analysis
-one two-semester course in collection of courses that Nursing
either the Biological or Physical majors would have to choose from
Sciences, and one additional and said that they would have "no
course in either Technology or the freedom" of choice. She cited the
area of science not chosen for the proposal's shift from Social
SCiences to Arts and Humanities
two-semester sequences
-one course in Historical (both are currently found under
Group II Requirements) as
Perspectives
--one course in Foreign detrimental because many Social
Science courses serve as
Languages and Cultures
.
prerequisites for Nursing courses
-one course in Aesthetic
and as such, serve a dual purpose
Appreciation·
-two courses in Social and for the Nursing major. ·
Prof. David Olson, INER, said
Philosophical Inquiry
-two courses in Masterpieces of that his department would either
have to drop some- important
Literature and Ideas
The major concerns of the professional courses from the
faculty in attendance appeared to program or reduce the number of
credits necessary for graduation
be the quality of education and the
lack of freedom of course choice in order for the requirements to be
for those students in the pre- met.
Sitkoff was firm in stating that
professional areas (nursing, pre-

careful consideration had been
given to insure that the proposal
would not have "an adverse
impact" on programs such as
Nursing, INER, and Forestry.
"The requirements were not
enlarged. They were not made
more difficult," he said.
Assistant Prof. Gregory Gill,
reading from a statement prepared
by the School of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, said that the students
would suffer and that he does not
feel that new students are
• bewildered by the present system.
He concluded with, '~(the
proposal) overlooks the goal of the
University to turn out professional
people."
It was numerous remarks of this
nature that prompted Prof.
Darrett Rutman, History, to
passionately proclaim, "This is a
university, not a vocational
school."
Another area discussed was the
proposed requ~red courses
themselves. Prof. Bernard
Gordon, Political Science, said
that a course in fundamental
writing skills was not the solution
to turning out students with
proficiency in writing. He said that
English 401 was not adequate and
suggested getting the students
involved in their field and have
them write papers on a fieldtopic.
The institution and the
administration of the courses were
anothor area of concern. Prof.
Hans Heilbronner, History,
ston.al.y urged that there be a Dean
9f General Education. Heilbronner explained this as "a single
individual in charge of selecting
FACULTY, page 6

Phone proposal ·placed on
·By Lonnie Brennan
A proposal that woul~ ~av~
provided the student org~mzat1?ns
in the MUB (Memorial Umon
Building) with a new phone system
at a savings of nearly $300,000 over
the next twenty years was met with
heated opposition by the
administration this Tuesday.
The student initiated proposal
requested the removal of existing
Bell telephone equipment from the
SAFC (Student Activity Fee
Council) organizations offices.
Private vendors would be
contracted to install a new system
which would eliminate monthly
equipment charges and provide
needed improvements to service.
"It's very unfortunate," said
Assistant to the Vice President of
Student Affairs Cathy Reum.
''She (Phyllis Forbes, assistant
director of P.P.0. & M -Physical
Plant Operation and Mainte~

nance) came on very very strong,
almost like she was saying 'how
can you (the students) believe that
you could do this kind of thing
without going through proper
channels."
.
Reum said "I really think we
owe it to the students to follqw it
up.".
According to Vice President fot
Administrative Affairs Peter H.
Hollister, oppositon to the
proposal stemmed from its
restricted solution to a major
problem campus wide.
"They did a fine jo.b of
researching the needs of the SAFC
organizations," Hollister said. But,
he cautioned "we must make sure
that whatever is done in the MUB
is compatible system wide."
According to the SAFC
Telecommunication Committee,
provision for the proper
compatibility _with t_he U niver_sity

system and any future systems was
clearly stipulated in all solicitati-on
for bids to private vendors,.
Phyllis Forbes, assistant
director of P.P.O. & M. in
oppossing the c·ommittee's
recomendation said,"I am very
hopeful that an outside consultant
can come in (to do a study for the
University system). But, my god,
don't let people do it (install new
systems) piecemeal".
According to Hollister an initial
study was · done on the phone
system several months ago by TCS
Communication Consultants of
Nashville Tennessee." At that time
I couldn't spend money on a
complete study."
A phone interview yesterday
with James Gordon, presi'dent of
TCS confirmed a three day study
on the University phone system
from which he concluded "the
page 8

Kathy Porter has tried her hand at everything from scuba diving to
professional skating. (Tim Lorette photo)

From Ice Capades
to ·Mount Everest
By Darryl Cauchon
In the course of their lifetime few
people skate in the Ice Capades,
mountain climb the Rockies,
scuba dive sunken wrecks in the
Caribbean, ride the rapids of the
Colorado River, and try out for a
Hollywood movie.
Yet, University of New
Hampshire sophomore Katherine
Porter has done them all. Port.er, a
21 year old business major, Chi
Omega sister and one woman
daredevil team was also asked this
summer to add the climbing of
Mount Everest to her adventurous
agenda.
Porter, who devotes summers in
Colorado teaching technical rock
climbing, has climbed "countless"
mountains in the Rockies,
including many mountains over
14,000 feet.
"I get lots of enjoyment out of it.
When you get to the top you get a
great feeling. It's so incredible to be
on top of the world, it's hard to
describe," she said.
This experience in rock climbing

Students 'cut in' on meat business
By Bill Nader
Raised at the UNH livestock
farm in Lee and slaughtered on
campus in Barton Hall, "about six
or seven cattle, four or five hogs,
and a dozen lambs" were reduced
by UNH students to edible
portions · suitable for human
consumption this semester.
The consumers are faculty, staff,
and local townspeople who are
often placed on a waiting list
before their freezer orders are
filled. "We already have names on
the list for '82," said Mark
Wahlberg, assistant professor of
Animal Sciences and instructor of
Animal Science 504 (Meat and its
Products).
"I was on a waiting list and I
lucked out," said Lucille Dawson,
assistant director of Financial Aid.
"I placed my order (a whole side of
beef) in early January and didn't
hear back until after Spring
Break."
Like every other customer this
semester, Dawson has not been
billed yet. Wahlberg calculates an
average market wholeS!lle price at
the end of the semester and adds on
..approximately a ten percent

mark-up," then bills customers
accordingly.
The money is used to meet labor
and feed expenses.
Wahlberg's 18 meat cutting
students (six , are women) are
required to attend either Monday
or Wednesday's four hour lab
session. Students are not part of
the' labor costs; they receive four
credits and practical experience
without pay.
The students and Wahlberg
agree that the worst part of the lab
is deaning up. "But maybe that's
good that students aren't exposed
to just the glamour part," reasoned
Wahlberg, who earned his Ph.D.
in Animai Sciences at Pennsylvania State University last year.
To the untrained eye, there isn't
much glamour in cutting meat. But
two classes (two hours of theory
per week) on poultry and one lab
on processing chickens convinced
senior John Brighton that it can be
something to go home and tell
Mom about.
"Dr. Wahlberg opened up a
whole , ·chicken.• too.Jc ,-out the
.MEAT, p~1e 7

Students leam the correct way to cut up meat in Animal Science 504.
(Jackie Horn photo)
·

should help the team reach
Everest's peak, Porter said, but is
not making any promises.
Mt. Everest, 29,028 feet above
sea level and the world's highest
mountain is situated in the
Himalayas. It's steep, larg~ly,
snow-capped sloped, swept by
wind, rock fall and avalanche, has
challenged climbers since the first
unsuccessful assault in 1922.
After graduation from high
school in 1977, life-long skater
Kathy Porter tried out for the Ice
Capades. It began as a dare froma
friend and ended up with two years
of Ice Caoad.e oerformances.
autograph signing, ice capade
commercials and work with
famous skater Dorothy Hamill.
"I tried out in March and right
afterward I got my acceptance to
UNH. Then the Ice Capades called
me. At first, I said, 'No I'm going to
UNH,' but then I realized what l
was giving up. UNH deferred me
for two years and off I went,~·
Porter explained.
And off she was to perform
coast to coast in such major cities
as Honolulu, LA, New York and
Boston. The Ice Capades were
·"very glamourous" to Porter
. where she and other capade
performers were ~·one big family."
"It's a lot of work but you're
doing something ·you really enjoy.
It's not really a job even though
you get paid. The hardest thin.2
. w~re the weekends. In the Ice
...,.. pAucl!i Lnt: snows ended at 10:30
at night, then I'd party to 4:00 and
sleep to 12," said the slim skater.
Kathy, not hesitating to admit
she took a few spills on the ice,
recalled a "fine" system her fell ow
skaters had.
"A person had to pay 25 cents
each time a person fell and at the
end of the year we'd spend the
money on a party and go wild. I
skated my last show out of my
mind," she laughed.
The warm weather of the
Caribbean has also attracted the
blond Chicago resident and Porter
spent her spring vacation scuba
diving ·off the Vir2in Islands. She
explored "The Wreck of t~e
Rhone." the same wre~sed •.JP
-h · 1-9-~77 film "The Dee_p" during
t e scuba d'1vmg
.
m:r
voyages b ut
unfortunately came up empty
handed. ·
PORTER, pa1e 8
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.
parent trying to make it up_ the
ladder and get s~ttled financially
and I'm faced with these ~udget
cuts," she said. "They will set me
back and 111 have to wait on tables
the rest of my life."
When the. financial aid
!~d s;heanBasi~· Edu~ational
d f
Op ortunity Grant (BEOG) pay
herptuition help her to buy books applications came out in the en o
and pay th~ rent of $214 a month. . January for September of 198l,'
With the proposed financial aid Wingard returned hers in tw_o
cut-backs, Wingard is not sure days. "I thought I'd be out of luck
if I waited." Now IO weeks later
she11 be in school next semester.
'Tiiia-n~ry because l'ina single. Wingard still does not know where ·

B Brooks Rolston
YSteva Wingard, 32, is a
so homore communication
dis~rders major. She lives in
F · t p rk with her two sons
St · d nt loans
ores · •- ~ - d t

·

. .. ,

s~e st~nds .. Ive been . calhng

Financial,, Aid and gettmg no
.
respons~.
A resident o_f Forest Park sm~e
July, the. willowy, dark-eyed
woman waited a year to get her two
bedroom ~par.tment. "I couldn't
afford to hve I~ Dover anymore.
My rent was gomg up every three
months," she explained.
"I like it for my kids here.
There are children _from ~~l
d~!lerent places in the' world, and
fCs nice for them to mingle with

that," she said.
Wingard does not want t? have
to move and disrupt her children.
"They don't need that," she
emphasized.
Wingard will not accept funds
from the government in the way of
welfare. "I just can't do th~t," she
said. "I'll borrow the money, and
111 pay it back. I realize that is my
responsibility."
Outside of her loans, Wingard
receives child support and ~ab_ysits to make extra money. She is
also eligible for a discounted day

.

.

Single parent feels the crunch of the cutback s

care rate.It she is not a full time
student next fall, she cannot
remain at Forest Park., .
"I've been told_ I hav~ an mbo_rn
talent for working with special
needs kids and that I should pursue
it. I came to school to help people
who need help," she said. "I want
to stay."
"I've always told ~y ki~s,
regardless of what fmanc1al
position you're in," Wingard said,
"you . can always get your
educat1<?n._Idon'twantthattobea
contradiction."

Study recomm ends
Seabro ok comple tion
Scholar s conclud e· on May 15 ·
This year's Visiting Women Scholars Program,
sponsored by the Office of the Vice Preside11;t for
Academic Affairs. will conc_lude May ,15 with a
panel discussion on women m the 198~ s. . .
The four 1980-81 Visiting Scholars will be Joined
by Dr. Catherine R. Stimpson of Douglass
College/ Rutgers University and Dr. Ne_lly Fu.rm~n
of Cornell University at ~he 2-4 P·~· d1scuss1on m
the New England Center's Berkshire Room. Dr.
Jean Kennard (Chair, English) will moderate the
discussion.
Stimpson is founding edit?r of Signs: !ournal of
Women in Culture and Society and chairs ~he Ms.
Advisory Board on I_lesearch, Scholarsh~p. a~d
Education; she has wntten and lectured widely m
the United States and Europe on women,
literature and society. Furman, a member of the
Departm~nt ~f Romance Stu~ies.a~ Cornell, serves
on the editonal board of Diacritics and last year
published Women and Language in Literature and
.
Society.
The four scholars who have visited the campus

earlier this year and will return May_ 15 ~re br.
Patricia Albjerg Graham, Harvard Umversity; Dr.
Evelyn Fox Keller, SUNY Purchase and MIT; Dr.
Phyllis A, Wallace, Sloan School of Management,
MIT; and Dr. Marysa Navarre, Dartmouth
College.
Graham, former director of ·the National
Institute of Education, studies the history of
women in higher education, and Keller, a physicist,
applies philosophical, historical, and feminist
approaches to science. Wallace, who was the first
research director for the Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission, focusses her work on
employment discrimination and on the career
patterns of black and white wome~ worke~s.
Navarre, president-elect of the Council for Latin
American Studies, studies the political roles of
women in Latin America and Spain.
The May 15th panel discussion is open to the
public. Seating in the Berkshire Room is on a first
come-first serve basis.

A study done for Public Service the Seabrook project would save
Company of New Hampshire consumers money.
(PSNH) by an independent
Ashooh questioned the validity
consulting firm has concluded that of the study, saying that because
the rapid completion of the · members of the NHRP are former
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant is Clamshell Alliance members, "It's
the most economical way to supply hard to consider that an impartial
New Hampshire with electricity.
·
study."
The firm, Temple, Barker, and
Clamshell Alliance member Roy
Sloan Inc. of Lexington, Mass.,
Morrison disputed the findings of
finished the study on April 13.
the PSNH study, restating his
According to PSNH News
belief that nuclear power cannot be
Service Director Nick Ashooh, the developed economically. He said
study concluded that, "making up that 16 nuclear power plants have
the shortages of generating been cancelled or delayed because
capacities resulting from
of ••horrendous economics."
cancelling one or both Seabrook
According to Morrison, PSNH
units through supplementary has already invested $645 million
not
is
energy
of
sources
in Seabrook. He said the projected
economical."
total cost was estimated at $3.56
The conclusion is the opposite of billion.
a study released April 30 by the
, The latest PSN H estimates put
New Hampshire Research Project completion of Seabrook unit one
(NHRP). The NHRP study at February 1984, and unit two at
concluded that the cancellation of May of 1986.
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Special. ..
Men's jogging shorts
100% creslan acrylic
values to $7.00
just $3.95 - $4.95

This Week's Special
(Wednes<Jay - Tuesday)
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EMPLOYMENT
Union Student
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Graduation
Par1u1
Portstnou th Country Club
Ben Baldwin and the Big N dtes
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Resumes Accept~d Through May 12, 1981
-Send Resumes to:
Office of Residential Life
clo Cindy Garthwaite, 862-2192
Special Interest Housing Coordinator
-Or for more details call:
Eaton House-Artist in Residence Comm.
862-1226 868-9667
.-~ob Description at ATea Ill Residence Office
8-Tower Christensen

The lat:est, high fashion
iiame from the Versailles
Edition. Our professional
fitting staff will help you
choose from these exciting
colors: Lilac Swirl, Maple
Swirl, Misty Blue, Honey
Rose.
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---------- -FRATS ---------- . Campus Calendar
(continued from page 2)
"female stripper", discovered that .
the number was AGR 's and a stag
party was being planned.
She was asked if she would
participate in "extra curricular
activities" and when the woman
wanted to know what that meant,
the answer was "a round-a-bout in
the bedroom."
Of ACACIA, which was closed
by the University, and ATO, which
was closed by its own housing
corporation, Coleman said "they
deserved to be closed down, those
guys were animals."
•'The re a s o n why t hey
(ACACIA) got closed was they got
caught," in an alleged gang rape
which Coleman referred to as "a
train". Jill Plank, a senior and a
sorority sister at Chi Omega
agreed that in spite of what
happened at ACACIA, they.
should have the right to exist.
Plank said such incidents might
have happened whether it was a
fraternity or not.
Both Coleman and Plank agreed
that ACACIA was a football
player's house. "When those guys
get together, they give each other
permission, egg each other on .. "
Plank said. "Not all houses are like
that."
Paul Pinkham, brother at
Lambda Chi, feels "only the bad
side of frats gets publicized. We
definitely do good things," he said,
referring to participation in food
.drives, blood drives, clean up
projects and other community ·
services.
"Look at what one fraternity
does and times that by 10," he said.
"If they get rid of fraternities
they're going to be missed."
Professor Lester Fisher said "I
don't think they have any place on
this campus," nor did he see that
they serve "any useful purpose for
the community."
Professor Hugh Potter says he is
"so surprised to se.e that
fraternitities have made a come
back." He says fraternities "in
general" encourage social

becomes a brother, I hate them ... '"
and "I'd shoot thC fucker in his
sleep."
Lamda Chi's Vice President,
Mike Kavakis denied that any
racism exists. Both he and Paul
Pinkham, another brother attest to
the fact that Lambda Chi has one
black brother. "We judge by
individual merit," Pinkham said.
· Both Coleman and Mike
Valente, President of AGR, played
down the seriousness of the blackface hazing stunt by an AGR
pledge. Valente said that "no racial
intention was meant," and that "it
should be forgotten." While
Coleman said the incident was
"insensitive" and "probably a little
racist, it seemed to me a harmless
.
thing."
Evidently Robert Gallo,
Assistant Dean of Students, did
not. He suggested tha·t AGR write
a letter of apology through the
New Hampshire and that they
invite a Black professor to speak to
them about racism.
According to Speaker Cohen,
AGR has been using the "blackface" hazing stunt for three years.
This was the first year it was
noticed, he said.
Incidents such as the above
make some see fraternities as social
regression and in general they say
the groups are anti-intellectual and
anti-humanist.
Within a three year period three
fraternities have been suspended at
UNH: ACACIA, ATO, and this
year Phi Mu Delta, the later for
"mooning" a bus full of school
children.
"They're down on us because of
this sexual thing," said Coleman,
"and because our •Ladies Teas'
consist of four women to one man
they call them a meat market.••
One woman student, a freshman
said Ladies Teas are like a "meat
market". "All they want is one
thing, they take a select few off" (to
their rooms), she said.
A woman student who
responded to an ad in the May 5
_issue of the New Hampshire _for a

FACULTY.

separation "and we are right back
in the 50's where women are seen as
sexual objects."
Popularity of fraternities
declined in the late 60's and 70's yet
Lamdba Chi's membership has
quadrupled from 15 in 1976 to 60
presently. Even though membership in most of the campus houses
can not compare to that of the 50's,
some see their re-growth as a
dangerous trend.
Professor Andrew Merton,
referring to a 1979 piece he wrote
on fraternities at Dartmouth, that
"fraternities are sexist and racist in
2 ways, I) by membership
essentially excluding women and
by 2) excluding all but a few token
blacks, thereby enforcing
institutional segregation.
Dartmouth was correct in
taking a good hard look at their
fraternities, and if these incidents
continue, the Senate or Faculty
Caucus should take a good hard
look here," he continued.
Yet Assistant Dean Gallo says
fraternities and sororities have
"positive possibilities". He
suggests a positive alternative
living option: men and women
living together in a cooperative
living arrangement · in which
shared responsibilities for the
house would be a nice possibility."
But as TKE brother Mike Serika
said, "Get iid of fraternities and
they11 grow right back."

Interested in
writing or
photography

Room 151
MUB

we look forwa_rd to seeing you and

CLIENT-DEFINED

serving you once again in the fall.

.

WEDNESDAY, May 13

READING DAY.
MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. UMass. Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m.
to raise
WENH-TV AUCTION: Will broadcast 5:30 p.m.-Midnight
/
funds for NH Public Television.
STVN FILM: "Sound of Music". Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 9 p.m.
READING DAY.
WENH-TV AUCTION: Will broadcast 5:30 p.m.-Midnight to raise
·
fundsfor NH Public Television.

The Gang at
Campus Copy

Pat Lindsey

FRIDAY, May 15

FINAL EXAMS BEGIN.
VISITING WOMEN SCHOLARS: Panel discussion with Nelly
Furman, Cornell University; Patricia Albjerg Graham, Harvard
University; Evelyn Fox Keller, MIT; Marysa Navarro, Dartmouth
College; Catharine R. Stimpson, Douglass College/ Rutgers
University; and Phyliss A. Wallace, Sloan School and MIT.
Sponsored by Office of Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Berkshire Room, New England Center, 2 p.m.
WENH-TV AUCTION: Will broadcast5:30p.m.-Midnighttora ise
funds for NH Public Television.

868· l l 04 ( 8am-5pm )
l 7 Madbury &>ad 13
Durham. NH 03824

Start Mother's Day the Night Be/ore
Come to RIVERWORKS

TAVERN·

SATURDAY, May 16

MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Alumni. Cowell Stadium, 2 p.m.
WENH-TV AUCTION: LAST DAY. Will broadcast 5:30 p.m.Midnight to raise funds for NH Public Television.

Dinner specials designed to please Mom and the whole family

SUNDAY, May 17

~~~"-'o~k
Reservations Recommended 659-6119 .
~\c;P ·
£2·~
11:30-3:00
Tues-Fri
Lunch
/
,
'
·
·
Supper Tues-Saf 5:00-9:00
,

fllll •'h

f

164 Main St, Newm· ·k
.,..,. ... .,.

WENH-:TV AUCTION: Will br_oadcast S p.m.-Midnight to raise
funds for NH public Television. Hundreds of donations of antiques,
art, crafts, general merchandise, and vacations.
SPANISH & FRENCH FOLK SONGS: Featuring Lucie.
Sponsored by Marston House. Hubbard Hall Lounge, 7 p.m.
Admission: 50¢.
MUSO FILM: "The Last Picture Show". Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film
Pass.
SYMPHONIC BAND AND 4 O'CLOCK JAZZ BAND: Concert.
Nicholas Orovich and Larry Lang, directors. Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. Cover charge 50¢.

THURSDAY, May 14

CONSULTANTS'
SERVICES

..-..-

SUNDAY, May 10

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: A Summing Up. ~hades H.
Leighton, AMLL/Spanish. room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m.
WENH-TV AUCTION: Will broadcast 5:30 p.m.- Midnight to
raise funds for NH Public Television.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: ••The Wilmar Eight". A bankers
strike led by women; shown on 60 "Minutes. Carroll/ Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Donations accepted.
STVN FILMS: "Elton John Concert" and "The Transplant
Experience". Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 9 p.m.

for your business and support and

Typing
Telephone Answering
and other ·

If

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORY AND CULTURE: A day long
program featuring films, including UNH-produced films
"Miltown'', "The Isles of Shoals: A Visual History", "Lotte Jacobi:
A Film Portrait'', and "Emigration: A Franco-American
Experience". Film makers present for discussion. Sponsored by
Department of Media Services. Held in New England Center. Prior
registration is recommended. For information, write Film
Program, Dept. of Media Services, Dimond Library, UNH,
Durham, NH 03824.
ARMY/ AIR FORCE ROTC"GOLD BAR"RUN: A 10,000meter
road race; awards to winners and participants. Lot A, Field House,
starts at 11 a.m. Registration: pre-entry $3; day of race $4.
Registrati9J1.--forms available Room 207, Zais Hall; or, call 8621078-:--{Proceeds benefit the United Way.)
MUB PUB: Tom Eslick. 8 p.m. Admission: $1.

TUESDAY, May 12

Are you CONSUL TING?

.

SATURDAY, May 9

MONDAY,Mayll

H

Services

CANNIBALISM EXIST? Why do People say it does if it
Doesn't and Never Has? W. Arens, A~sociate Professor of
Anthropology and author of The Man Eating_Myth: Anthropology
and Anthropophagy. Sponsored by Department of Sociology and
Anthropology. Room 201, McConnell, I p.m. (Rescheduled from
.
May 1.)
LAW, TECHNOLOGY, AND PHILOSOPHY: A Philosopher of
~cience Looks at Expert Testimony and the Courts. George Smith,
turbine engineer, Northern Research, and philosopher of science at
Tufts University. Sponsored by Philosophy. Room 19, Hamilton
Smith, 3 p.m.
FA CULTY RECITAL: John Skelton, organ. Durham Community
·
Church, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Magic and the Raggae Allstars. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.

THOMPSON SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE FINAL
EXAMS BEGIN.
OUTDOOR BENEFIT CONCERT: Featuring Patti Larkin Band
and a DJ. Sponsored by Area I Programming Board. Stillings
Dining Hall (if rain, Stoke Games Room), 2-6 p.m. Donations
accepted. (To benefit American Red Cross.)
WENH-TV AUCTION: Will broadcast 5:30 p.m.-Midnight to raise
·
funds for NH Public Television.
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: Buster Keaton Night, "Steamboat Bill, Jr.",
"Cops", and "One Week". Room 110, Murkland,, 7:30 p.m.
' ROCKINGHAM PARK SYMPOSIUM: Pros and cons of
Rockingham Park sports complex. Sponsored by ThCo 503.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.

THANK YOU

Can we assist with
your clerical and
administrative
work?

FRIDAY, May 8
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THOMPSON SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE
COMMENCEMENT: Speaker, Evelyn Handler, President,
University of New Hampshire. Lundholm Gym, Field House, 2
p.m.
FRIDA\' May 22

FIN AL EXAMS END. 'R'°'!~lfi.E~~~

frALLS CLOSE AT 7 p.m.
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---------! Notices-------~ -----FACULTY~--{continued from page 3)
ATHLETICS & RECREATION
THE INDOOR POOL: Will open Monday-Friday, May
25-June 19, Noon-1:30 a.m. Outdoor pool opens June 19
for summer season.
SUMMER SOFTBALL: Only one session will be held.
Rosters due Monday, May 18, Room 151, Field House.
Mandatory team captains' meeting will be held
Thursday, May 21, Conference Room, 4 p.m. Regular
season play June 1-July 10 with playoffs beginning July
13.
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bill
Grant, student, will speak on "Spiritual Healing". Bring
an instrument for our "Joyful Noise Jam" session.
Friday, May 8, Hex Room 2nd floor McConnell, 7:30
p.m. Other events: Daily prayer meetings M, W, F noon1 p.m. and T, Th 12:30-1:30 p.m., Rockingham Room,
Memorial Union; booktable T, W, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Memorial Union; weekly Bible studies, call Wayne 8681638.
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Tuesday, May 12, Tin
Palace, 7 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Preregistration necessary for courses listed below. Call
862-3527, or stop by Ro.om 2E, Stoke Cluster. .
DECIO SEMINAR: Monthly seminar for experienced
DECIO users. Tuesday, May 12, Stoke Cluster, 12:30-2
p.m.
.
. MICRO INTEREST GROUP: Friday, May 22, Stoke
Cluster, 2:30 o.m.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: Two-session
course Dem·onstrations and hands-on experience
provided. Tuesday and Thursday, May 26 and 28, Stoke
Cluster, 2-4 p.m.

GENERAL
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING CLINIC: Free
blood pressure counseling and education. Sponsored by
UNH Health Service and New Hampshire Heart
Association. Monday, May 11, Senate Room, Memorial
Union, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
WHALE WATCHES: Offshore trips to the feeding
grounds of the great whales from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. on June 6
and 7. Led by marine mammal specialist Scott Mercer.
Sponsored by the UNH Marine Mammal Project. Prior
ree:istration required. For information, call 862-1792.

IN SERVICE TRAINING

PURCHASING SEMINAR: Explanation of
purchasing's role, instructions on how to init!ate
requirements, and how to purchase goods and services
inside and outside the University. Wednesday, May 13,
Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-noon.
HOW TO DO ON-THE-JOB TRAINING SERIES:
Designed for all who train others how to do a job. Series
will equip person doing training to get someone else to
perform /;\ task or job in a perferred way. Instructor
Mauri Foster. Wednesday and Friday, May 13 and 15,
Zais Hall, 8:30 a.m.-noon. Admission $30.

the courses."
Prof. Peter Greenwood, Life
Sciences and Agriculture termed
this propose<t positiQn "an
c:ducational dictator."
There was mention of the
proposal's being"too comp,licate~"
"to diverse," "too vague, a~d its
having too many gray areas."
"Ultlmate1y, .. said Sitkotl, ••it all
comes down to how we teach
them."
Prof. Olson was concerned that
those affected the most by the
proposal, the students, were not as
invol_v ed as they should be. Sitkoff

replied that two undergraduates
were on the Undergraduate
Curriculum Review Committee.
, In response to a suggestion by
Prof. Gordon that the task be
turned over to the Senate's
Calendar-Curriculum Committee
so that "students, faculty, and
administration be involved."
Sitkoff assured the group that
there would be "no rush to
judgement.'" He added that the
Committee was going to 'work on
the report during the su~me.r and
would deliver a final version m the
fall.
>

BROWNE---

(continued from page 2)
.
Physical Education Department is
University. It need not be a
holding a large clambake at
t-arewell celebration however. At
Adams Point in honor of Browne.
'
The dinner will be a last tribute to
age 65, a new chapter in the life of
38 years of dedication to the 1 Evelyn Browne is just beginnin_g.

All the news!
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Train for good part-time or
summer Jobs tn thts · popular
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for brochure.
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The f ollowina are corrections of sections printed in
the May 1st issue of The New Hampshire, 1981
EVACUATION:
On~ a summer day, up to 150,000 people crowa the beaches
within a 5-mile radius of the Seabrook plant site. Public Service
Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) has claimed, in a report
submitted to the N RC on August 4, 1980, that the area within a JO. mile radius can be evacuated in 41/z hours, yet the evacuation ofjust
3,000 people from Hampton Beach during winter storms in 1977
took 7 hours. The estimated travel time of a radiation plume from
the plant to a IO·mile distance is I to 4 hours. How long do you
believe a total evacuation would !'Ike?

THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES:

It is unconscionable to allow use ofsuch a dangerous technology
when there are other options.' Daniel Yergin, co-author of Energy
Future, the report,ofthe Harvard Business School l!hergy Project,
claims that with a serious commitment to conservation, the U.S.
could consume 30-40% less energy than it currently does withoul
altering its standard of living. A strong program of conservation in
New Hampshire, combined with the increased use of renwab/e
DECOMMISSIONING:
energy resources, could provide the needed alternative to the
A nuclearplant can remain in operation for roughly 30 to 40
Seabrook plant. A study prepared by the New Hampshire Energy
years. At the end of its life span, the structure ofthe plant itselfis so
Coalition (NH EC) eslimates that renewable energy sources could
provide between 71% and 84% of the state's electricity by the midradioactive that to leave it standing unshielded would pose a
l990's if consumption of electricity were held to tht; 1978 level, a
significant health hazard to those living nearby. Decommisioning
the plant will be a costly endeavor, especially if the costs of
reasonable conservation goal.
transportation and storage are figured in. And who can guarantee
Clearly; finding the solution to our energy problem is not going to
that thP) plant .....,i/I ~s1, ~s 1fjl<1h(t(ll. iije span•.1111.d n{}f /t'Jll'iU au vfN: easy, bULlhe.thr.eflt' to the envir1!.'_me11tjuuj'1hf lc.1¥71aR Ke(l•f'IJtlJl
prematr!re ancrcostly clean'-up such 'as the ones now going on at
posedbynuc/earoperations(dnd,: idents)arefarmoredifficu/110
Three ¥i,Je,,!s.!a!l4. .qn_d,_a!, [ngiJlq fqjqt iq f!t;W. '{<JrlJ.?J< _ _:x . ....,.., ,. 4f_q.l~itb-.. ~ • ..._ ... .,, .. -.. ~ -s ~);
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Looking for more than just a place
to live on campus?
Do you have

a,

special interest in

CREATIVE ARTS?

Mon .... Thurs.
9 am to 6 pm
· 83 Congress St.
Fri. 8 pm
Downtown Portsmouth
Sat. 9 .to 5 pm
431-8244

In Opposit~on
To·· The Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant

I

·1

We'd love. to meet you!

EATON CREATIVE ARTS
MINI DORM
CALL: Jeff Tyler 2-1226
To: Dr. ·Lewis Roberts, Jr.
Director, Thompson ,School of Applied
Science
We want .to thank you for all that
·you ,ve done as an administrator, teacher
and friend to make our two years -at ·
Thompson · School such an enriching
experience.
Our hope is for the continued growth of
Thompson School programs, to which
you have devoted so much of your
energies.
.. · ·· \' • ,.,. ·----··Wirh ·grmitud~ an'dJafje,)tion, 1·1·
·-A~'°"' -.... --~-rhe~·-Gftldtlaling ' Class· o_t 1981,.,.
.........

/
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MEAT

backbone and· the ribs so the
breasts could be stuffed." said
Brighton, a history major. "'1 went
home and showed my mother and
she was all excited."
"I hate to tell you I learned how
to do that the day before,"
Wahlberg admitted to his students.
Wahlberg says he "grew up in a
place where we were lucky enough
to have a few animals. Ever since I
was a little squirt, nine or ten, I was
interested in animal science and
my interest has grown."
Before graduate school
Wahlberg managed a beef cattle
farm in_ Connecticut. "The farm
was owned by a man who was not a
farmer, all he did was supply the
money."
·
Evelyn Sicard, a Durham
resident and repeat customer, says
Wahlberg is "one of the nicest,
most polite men I've ever met. I
don't know if he's married or not
but if he isn't, I'd love for my
daughter to meet him." Wahlberg
is married.
Sicard was the semester's final
customer (a whole lamb). She is
very concerned with nutrition and
buys from the Animal Science
program because it is the
"healthiest, least tempered with
meat" she can find.
"Last year I bought half a pig, a
whole lamb, and a forequarter of
beef," she said. "They indicated in
the beginning that because they
were students who were learning
the trade, the cuts might not be
exactly like I want. That never
happened.~·

"As for the meat itself," Sicard
continued, "the hams come .
unsmoked. I took them over to the
New Hampshire Provision
Company in Portsmouth, and
they're professionals, and they
raved about my hams and bacon."
"We . don't have everything,"
Wahlberg says. "'We need a smoke
house for pork - that would make it
complete."
"'Pork is the easiest meat to cut,"
said senior George Junior. "'Lamb
is pretty easy, too, and beef is the
hardest."
The students, ·who are required
to p~rchase a six inch boning knife
and six inch skinning knife, wear
white aprons and orange safety

-WALLS~
(continued from pa1e 1)
His accomplice also tired near
the top so he "'hooked one of my
arms around a pipe that was up
there," said the climber. "'I reached
down and managed to grab his
arm. He then let go with his other
arm and started swinging because
he couldn't get his feet wedged into
the bricks."
"We were both pretty scared
about then," he added.
Fortunately, he was able to hold
on until his friend got a foothold
and made it onto the roof.
Experiences such as this haven't
deterred their midnight climbs
according to the climbers, but
~e.rve as a potent reminder: "You
realize that you do have certain
limitations, that you could have
easily been killed.,.

helmets - during lab. They are
mostly Animal Science and. Hotel
A(fministration majors but the
course is open to all students as an
elective.
"In class you learn theoretical
aspects and the labs reinforce it,"
said Junior, an Animal Science
major. "if you eat steak or
something you will appreciate the

(continued from -page 3)
work that goes info it."
The l~b room is equipped with
cutting tables, wrapping machines,
scales, hamburger grinder,
bandsaw, slicer, and walk-in chest.
"It's not extravagant," Wahlberg
said, "but it's enough to get the job
done."
Safety is emphasized by
Wahlberg. "We've had little

THE STDnE CHURCH
on the hill in Newmarket

659 6321

Cr':lmmingCramping YourStyle?

Prepare for
exams the
casual way!
The Incredible Casuals
(formerly Travis & Shook)
this weekend, May 8 & 9
DANCING

nicks," he said, "but no one has ·consistent product" by using a
grading service.
been cut badly, no stitches."
Shopping for price has mead
Wahlberg's advice to meateating .consumers is "shop for buying freezer-sized quantities of
price." He says the U.S.D.A. meat a more attractive alternative
(United States Department of for households. "The meat is cut to
my specific requirements, wrapped
Agriculture) has two very good
programs, one that -''checks for · in freezer paper, marked, and
wholesomeness" and one that sealed," said Sicard. "I couldn't
:·provides customers with a ask for a better deal than that."

You'll be. ama~d at all
the opportunities and
. advantages the Anny
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
· • Excellent starting salaries a~d benefitS, i.ncluding a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for adyancement and professional
growth-every Army Nurse is a commiss~oned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things .you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
·
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

Coming Events:

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Corps.

Fri & Sat
Mav 15 & 16

LARKIN!
BLUE LIGHTS
-CAHOOTS

Fri
May 22
Sat
·May 23

(final appearance)

·

Complete calendars in the Commuter Lounge .
·
Open Wed-Sun
Positive I D's. Please

SUMMER
SESSION
STARTING

May 25 & June 22

r------------------------------------------1

For more information, write:
,
The Anny Nurse Corps.
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
1 Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
1
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A New Copy Shop
·NOW OPEN
If you need high-quality copies In a hurry... ·
If you need large documents copied
or reduced to a convenient size ...
If you need 2-sided copies ...
Instantly sorted and collated into sets ...
It you need resumes & theses

Jenkins Court, Durham
868-7031
two machines, f eat1:1ring
the "Xerox Miracle Machine"

PROBLEM

fNSTANT .COPIES
-WHILE YOU WAIT_

HAIR.?
See
the professionals

SCHOOL FOR
LIFELONG LEARNING

Opening Special
per Copy (812·x1 I)

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

29 Main St
Durham
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thurs & Fri -9.-,' '].~oo.·f

..
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at

Mon-Fri 8:30-6:00
Sat 8:30-I:oo

Merrimack Valley College
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For All the Sports

The New Hampshire
Traineeshi -

University Of New Hampshire
CounselinJ!; Center: September, 1981.
20 hours / week. Individual, group counseling, workshoo!).
Qualifications: graduate student in psychology. <!o,_u-.n...se_l_m_o_r_ _ _ _ ___.
Dr. Jo-Ellen Yale
completion of 12 graduate credit·
ounseling and Testing .Centet
and / or equivalent work experience.
hofield House
· ·
Deadline: Mav 15th. Send resume including
course descriptions. experience. and statement o interest to:

INTERNATI ONAL
INTERNSHI PS
AVAILABLE
for 1981-1982
m

International Students Office
Huddleston
·

Interested sudents (graduate or undergraduate)
should contact Marissa Chorlian, International
Student Advisor, 862-2030

IMMEDIATE LY

Senior Week full of ftctivities
Senior Week is the week after
next. May 20 to May 24.
There's even a Senior Week
Committee.
The group got together last
October as ·a recognized student
organization to plan activities for
upcoming graduating seniors.
In the past, the first and only
time a graduating class has gotten
together to celebrate and/ or
reminisce has been at the May
commencement. This year, it's
different.
Wednesday, May 20, there will
be music in the MUB Pub.
Thursday evening, a semi-formal
at the Club -Casino in Hampton.
On Friday, there is rollerskating planned at Happy Wheels
in Portsmouth, and at night, there
will be specials at the Durham bars
all night long.
Saturday, after the commencement rehearsal, there ·will be a Beer
Blast/ Barbeque at Ordiorne State
Park. Buses will provide
transportation. In the evening,
there will be a reception for the
parents of the graduates at the New
England Center.
According to Jodi Godfrey, a
spokesper~on for the committee,
letters have been sent out to all
seniors with information about the
commencement rehearsal and a

schedule of activities.
"It's a way to go out. with a
bang," she said, "and the

participation of the senio-r class
wm assure success for the first
annual Senior Week."

PORTER
(continued from page 3)
..The Virgin Islands are so
beautiful and I'd tell anyone to go.
The water is so clear and it's not
like scuba diving off other coasts
because you can see for hundreds
of feet," said a dark-tanned Porter.
When she isn't skating,
climbing, or diving, riding the
rapids of the Colorado River
provide adequate entertainment
for Porter.
"Rafting is the most frightening
thing of all because if you fall in,
wlifc~ fliave, ii's not pleasant." The
surgmg water can very trequenuy
pull you under so you have to be
very alert."
Rafting is "pretty safe" though
and Porter plans to do it again this
summer.
She insists, however, that her
experiences do not make -·her
.~nique from other pe~ple.
..As far as· a person, I'm just a
normal everyday human being, but
I've been lucky enough to be given
the opportunity to do different
thin~s. ' You have to pursue your

interests if you · want to be
successful and anyone can do them
if they try hard enough," said
Kathy.
How is the University of New
Hampshire to the thrill-seeking
Porter?
.. I love UNH. I think I've made
the right decision iu opting to go to
college rather than stay in .the
show," she said.
Kathy .added that, unfortunately she did not get the part in
Hollywoods movie "Ice Castles"
starring Robbie Benson because
she has "absolutely no acting
ability."

PHONES
system is somewhat obsolete."
Questioned as to the merits of
SAFC's, proposal and having not
read it, Gordon said ..generally I
would not recommend this type of
approach, as you lose the
economies of scale."
Gordon further added that he
had not been contacted by the
University since, and did not
anticipate to be contacted.
According -the the Telecommunication Committe for
SAFC, although their proposal
did not account for a savings
University wide, it did provide for
a savings of nearly a quarter
million dollars. In addition to the
savings, telephone servie would be
provided far in excess to existing
equipment.
The proposal originated from
WUNH Radio station's technical
requirements not being handled
by the existing equipment.
The committee apon further
investigations found other
organizations were facing similar
problems where systems were
inflexible and in some area
altogether inadequate.
In addition to inadequacies, the
committee discovered several
billing errors for lines which were
never installed. "The New
Hampshire for instance is due a
credit of $552.45.
Laura Nagy, chairperson for
SAFC said she would like
President. handler to be a ware of
the rough treatment the students
went through. "Personaly I think
she'd be quite upset," Nagy said.
The proposal was briefly
reviewed yesterday by SAFC
where it recieved unanimous
support to move ahead.
Vice President for Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn will
discuss the proposal this afternoon
with representatives from SAFC's
Telecommu11iGation Committee.

BARGAIN
AIRFARES
·. from Boston
If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
new world~ You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created.a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements - so you can get the Card before f
you finish school.
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before
you finish this one.

The American Express®Card.
Don't leave school without it.

~

Los Angeles ... $286
Miami ..•$213
Tampa ... $201
London
Stanci by ... $370
Confir~d Reservation .. $42~
·I
·
Paris ... $499
Frankfurt...$399
Switzerland ... $425
·Amtrak to Florida ... $170

UNIVERSITY.
YllAVEL

- -~-~Ciiiiiiiii~>
e~
35 Main St.
(Across from the Post Office)

1ta_raa7n ·

BASEBALL
(continued from_page 24)

ground ball to the mound for a 1-23 inning double play.
Boston College capitalized on
their first inning chance. ED
Follen and Dave DiNato, the first
Eagles to hit singled to left and to
right. Tom O'Shea beaned the next
hitter before giving up a two-run
double to Smith. The inning
ended.
O'Shea struck out John Fay on
five pitches, before yielding
another run when Mkie Scott hit a
sacrifice flay to right. O'Shea then
walked Brian Landry putting BC
runners on first and third.
Landry took off for second on
the delayed steal and Chris Collins'
throw to the. bag was late, scoring
Leo Smith form third and giving
BC a 4-0 first inning lead.
UNH hitters reached on walks
to lead off the second and third

The 'Cats were held hitless for
mmngs. Coach Connor assens
that 60 percent of all lead off walks three innings by reliever Mike
score. Observation has proved him . Pr a m·u k, a '•submarine ball"pitcher who reminds one of ·
right.
But the second and third inning Kansas City's Dan Quisenberry.
lead off walks were part of the 40
percent that do not make it. Chris
UNH did manage to score two
Collins grounded into a runs without benefit of a hit in the
· ·doubleplay after Jim Wholley seventh as Wholley an Collins
walked to lead off the second and walked, followed by an infield
Tom Conner:•s third inning error and a fielder's choice.
grounder doubled up Paul
Lecompte which meant that the
UNH sophomore Rick Record
'Cats had hit into three DP's in as
blanked BC in the two innings he
many innings.
There are two requirements of a pitched but he was too late to keep
doubleplay ball. One is that it' be the damage from being fatal. UNH
hit hard, the other is that it be hit at is now 20-10 overall but 9-8 in
someone. The 'Cats were hitting Division I. Their playoff status is
but they weren't finding the holes. doubtful unless they can sweep two
"UNH has a helluva good at the University of Connecticut on
hitting ball club,_" .Pellagrini said, Saturday.

SUMMER JOBS

.The .N~.H People's Alliance, .the

.state's largest citizen a_c tion group is
hiring students this summer to work
in the -·community · Outreac.h
Program. Hours: 2:00 · pm~IO:OOpm..
For interviews, call 668-8481 ·
An Equal Opportu~ity Employer·

Durham
Bike
.
Hours: 9:00-5:30
Mon thru Sat

Jenkins Court
Durham

ONE TIME ONLY .
CLEARANC E SALE
New Bikes:
Save 10-33%
2-Concord 18,, I0 speed 24,, wheel
2.,.Concord Ladies I0-sp 24,,
3-Takara 23" 27"
I-Concord Ladies 3 speed (Demo) less

Used Bikes:
*Low Rates
*Private Storage Compartments
*No Lot Too Small or Large
*For Long or Short Term Storage

STORAGE
PURDY
·1
' CO.
.

1-19" Fljji, Monterey IO-speed $180.
1-19" Raleigh IO-speed $195.
1-21" Fuji-Monterly IO-speed $190.
1-21" Riviere 5-speed $100.
1-23,, Schwinn 26,, wheel, 3 speed $80.
1-25" Schwinn Super Sport, IO speed $160.
I One-Speed (Small) $25.

Cannondale:
Book Bags Less 40%
Bike Bags Less I0%

742-4422

Outdoor Gear Co.
Hooded Panchos 50%

Empo rium India
Main St. Durham

Our -Lease Expires ·May 30th
Great Discounts on All Full Priced Merchandise

For your summer wardrobe needs.~.
Hours 10:00-5:00 Monday-S aturday

.,
I
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Uriiversity Forum
Lorus Milne
Durham's swans face a change
How many UNH students are acquainted with
Durham's famous swans? Joggers along Mill Pond Road
pass the two big white birds every day. Do they. see
Agatha sitting on her nest among the alders o~ the htt~e
island, and Hamilton--ever watchful, a~ he is at this
season and later, ready to protect any family that hatches
h
d
·
out?
Durham has had resident swans, free-flymg a~ muc
admired, since 1965. Their presence on the mill pond
above the dam near Newmarket road, reassures o~her
waterfowl and shore birds that the Dur_ham pond is a
sanctuary. With its backwaters it is horn~ to. mal~ard
ducks and wood ducks, and a haven for m1gratmg.rmgnecked ducks, black ducks, mergansers, blue-wmged
teal, golden-eyes and coo~s. ~reat blue herons, b~ack
crowned night herons, kmgf1~hers an~ an occas1~nal
egret fish along the edges, while redwmged blackbirds
nest and posture, calling gurgle-ee-ee. Swallows perfo_rm
aerial acrobatics over the water surface, .catching
mosquitoes and midges as they es~ape mto air. These
birds pay little a~tenti~n t<;> the resident muskrats that
sometimes swim m plam sight, or the beavers t.hat fell
trees along the pond edges. The beavers have their lodge
on a farther island close to the deepest chartnel through
.
.
the pond.
This year has seen an unusual amount of d1scuss1on
about the mill pond and its future, due to accumulated
concern over the vegetation that almost clogs the
shallows late each summer. At Town Meeting 1981 the
sum of $2,000 was voted to pay for some wee? control,
subject to collection of an equal sum b~ 1!1terested
townspeople. It would hire a team of spe.c1ahsts from
Massachusetts to bring a suitable raft o!1 which t? move a
machine over three of the ten acres m the mill pond,
raking out the weeds from shallow areas. The plan calls

Lorus J. Milne is professor emeritus of zoology at the
University. He retired in 1976 but is still active in his field
and in teaching.

•
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for hauling the unappreciated weeds to shore, where they
could be taken away and recycled elsewhere. Then, close
-to shore, a plastic webbing called "water net" would be
pegged to the bottom, in panels about eight feet by
eighteen feet, to discourage weed fragments from taking
root. Although the webbing might not deteriorate for ten
years, the program would have to be repeated every two
or three years.
Little has been said about the natural and essentially
inevitable shallowing of ~ny pond as silt accumulates on
its bottom. The Durham pond has been filled in faster
than normal because of mineral particles carried down
the College Brook into the Oyster River and then the
pond from construction of the Memorial Union Building
and the shopping mall off Mill Road. Little thought has
been given to removing these sediments from the pond to
make it deeper again. Not only would dredging be
expensive, but disposal of the spoil removed would raise
problems. How deep should a mill pond be? In fact, what
do the residents of Durham want in their mill pond?
The state Fish and Game Commission wants the mill
pond and its backwaters suitable for the eggs and
hatchlings of smelt and alewives that gain access through
the recently-installed fish ladder at the dam. Any weed
control must not raise silt that would smother eggs or
reduce food for fish fry.
The swan watchers want the pond to remain so
attractive to these birds that they will return to it every
spring from their winter quarters in PortsmouthNewcastle, arriving as soon as the pond is fairly free of
ice--which generally means Town Meeting day. So long
as Agatha can restore her nest site among the alders, this
return is almost guaranteed. But just in case she hatches a
faqiily and the little birds survive despite snapping turtles
and the waterfowl malaria spread by blackflies, the pond
should be left undisturbed this year until August at least.
No one is quite sure what hatchling swans (cygnets) eat,
but it includes duckweed and other small items of food in
weedy sh?llows. No one has a list of what adult swans eat

Dennis Cauchon
Every year about this time some student writes a
boring farewell-to-UNH column. This is mine.
The trouble is, though, I don't know how to start it.
Maybe you can help. Here are three beginnings to choose
from.
Melancho y rambler:
When my father left the army in 1954 after two years of
taking pictures at generals' weddings, he stood in his
barracks doorway and said wistfully, "Well, fellas, it's
time for me to pull a Hank Snow." It's time for me to do
the same, to put my Best of Hank Snow album on my
dilapidated record player, its one working speaker
simulating true 1950s monophonic sound, and to set my
educated bones on a full but tattered suitcase. Another
swig of 90 proof bourbon. Hank's country classic "I'm
Moving On" begins and I cry. That's right, Hank, Dennis
Cauchon is movin' on.
Whimsical humorist:
There's a saying in California that the country is tilted
toward the west and everything that's loose rolls to San
Francisco. I'm on my way--for the second time.
Bitter outcast:
I leave the University of New Hampshire in Durham
·after five on and off years and an investment of nearly
$10,000. Why is it, then, that I have to say, for me at least,
the University has been nearly a complete educational
failure?
Three very different paragraphs, expressing three .very
different feelings. All of them are true--except the first
one. (I drink rum, not bourbon and I have.no idea what
my father said when he left the army--except I know he
wouldn't call his army mates "fellas.") I'd love to use the
second one, but I haven't got enough funny things to say.
The third paragraph isn't really true either because
though UNH, the institution, has failed me, many people
I've met while institutionalized here have taught me
plenty . .I'm not bitter either--I'm contemptuou&.
I came here expecting professors in flowing black robes
only to find most of them stark naked underneath.
Looking back, most introductory courses--particularly
in political science and sociology--seem to be virtual
attempts at brainwashing freshmen. And, in general, it
seems the best way to succeed at UNH is to repeat, as
close to verbatim as possible, what a teacher has said.
Retention, rather than creativity, is rewarded. (A
possible reason for this, a teacher observed to me, is many
students have difficulty understanding abstract concepts
much less creating new ones.)
The University community, to me, seems hostile to new
ideas. Most responses to the more than 200 articlesTve
written for this paper have attacked not the ideas
presented, but the legitimacy of expressing ideas that
differ from the group's. The letters to the editor I've
re<1eived-..and J\ve ,J.o,ved )themi alf+haye;, for (example;(
suggested "I sodomize my roommate," happily stated 1,

their habitat
either, other than the bread and corn given them as
supplements almost every day. No one would want to
deprive the swans of natural foods in the name of weed
control.
Fisherman want the pond to be hospitable to perch and
sunfish, to. pickerel and catfish, to almost anything finny
that will take a hook. Food for these fishes should be
available, and perhaps some weeds among which the
fishes can find refuge. Painted turtles' have a place in the
pond too. Seeing them basking in the sun on a floating
log is one- of the pleasures of having a mill pond. Fishes
and turtles eat aquatic insects and crustaceans as well as
vegetable matter. How much of these are needed, and
what effect on them would weed control have?
Some students and a few townsfolk find the pond
margins a fine place to enjoy a picnic lunch on a sunny
day. Children dabble in the water, watching whirligigs
and water striders on the surface, beetles and tadpoles
swimming around, dragonflies and damselflies pursuing
small insects on the wing. Honeybees and wasps
sometimes come to slake their thirst at the very edge.
Other insects visit the water lilies and pickerel weed when
they are -in flower. What is all this worth, and what will
weed control do to improve it?
A few people have suggested that reduction of weeds in
the shallow bays would reduce the effort a swan must
expend to push through and find food. It might also
allow canoes and rowboats greater freedom to go
anywhere on the pond, which the swans would certainly
not welcome. Should the mill pond be left as a sanctuary
for birds, turtles, insects, fishes, keeping people ashore?
Should _it be managed as a strictly aquatic resource, or
have the UNH students, the high and grade schoolers, the
older towns people other interests that should be met? It
would be good to hear from them before the pond
becomes just a mirror for the fall foliage around its sides,
and then again a frozen surface on which daring skaters
take chances on gliding over every thin place.

INQUIRY
"Thank God, Mr. Cauchon, I don't have ·to live near
anyone as inconsiderate as you," and (my favorite)
claimed "we should feel sorry for (Dennis). For the last
four years he has stubbornly pursued a profession for
which he has absolutely no talent" (Actually, it's only
two and a half years; it just seems like four--to both of us.)
These comments, though amusing, are typical, avoiding
issues and ideas and focusing on the writer-ad hominem,
as the philosophers say. They require nonconformists to
waste unnecessary amounts of intellectual energy just
keeping themselves independent. Universities are
supposed to encourage independent thinking, but the
environment here seems to me unnecessarily hostile
toward individualism and independence.
Some people seemed puzzled by my philosophy, which
is really quite simple. I am for liberty. I am against
coercion. Therefore, I oppose taxation, drug laws, the
draft, military spending, welfare, copyright and libel
law~, the CIA, the FBI, etc. I support laws protecting
people against theft and assault. I can't understand why
people are so willing to make other people criminals just
for having different values (i.e., they take drugs or
gamble).
I can easily be classified:
libertarian. The political
party of the same name got
... ., ,....·..... nearly
~v~
one million votes in
Crime and Punishment the last presidential election,
more than all the other third
~~~~~~~~~~~~ parties combined (excluding
· John Anderson's). This
column is named --after the
finest libertarian magazine
(and I think the finest
political magazine period) in
the country. I will be doing
an internship in San
Francisco at Inquiry this
summer. It is available on
local newsstands; I strongly
recommend that you take a
il!;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~;;;,;:;~~ look at this four year old
magazine.
What stays in my mind about UNH, though, is not the
buildings or the classes or the destructive requirement
system. It is the people. University System Chancellor
Bruce Poulton, for example, who happily talked to me
for a half hour when I did my first story--a two paragraph
press release rewrite-giving me the illusion that people
enjoyed talking to reporters and the job would be easy.
First impressions die hard.
Or the handful of professors who fulfilled the teacherscholar ~exp~cta~i?t;i ~ l!ad of. al,l , prqfessors w.hen I .
enrolled': Of'the .neatly 40 teach~rs I' l1a'd1at UN'H the Best·1 ,.

were English professors Gary Lindberg and Michael
DePorte, both Stanford men for whatever that means.
The funniest was History Professor David Long, who
should take his 503-504 lectures to Las Vegas. The
hardest was, by far, Economics Professor Sam Rosen
and his Intermediate Macroeconomics course. (What
does he think this is, a real . university?) The worst
professor is-now a lot of people would get real upset if I
said who it was, particularly since it's a woman, so here is
a rare instance in which 111 shut up.
But the real people I learned from at UNH were my
closest friends. David Choate, who came to school a
redneck, met me, a socialist, arid we both left libertarians.
Michael Landroche, a mini-expert on Plato and the law,
who for a year has been my easygoing roommate.
Antoinette Falco, the most intelligent and demanding
person I've ever met, now wasting her time studying the
occult and playing in a. northern California rock band.
Bill Nader, who ended my eight year lack of interest in
sports. But especially my father and mother, who gave me
support (financial and otherwise) while never demanding
my life in return. I love them all.
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Univer~ity Forum

Edited

by . Dennis 'c·auchon

Mary Peterson
What wriiing fiction means to one writer
Every morning out of a positive coinpulsi~n to write
everything down, I record my dreams of the night before
in a small spiral notebook with the title, "Dreams 4,"
written in the upper right hand column. "I;>reams 4"lives
in my bookcase next to an identical notebook called
"Dreams 3." The first book of dreams starts April 13,
1979. I hardly ever reread them; I collect them, maybe the
way some people collect Sandw_ich Glass, or ivory
netsukes.
In my study with my second cup of coffee, I think
about how difficult it is to say "what writing fiction
means to me." Part of me wants to make sonorous
pronouncements:
Writing is a way of knocking upon silence..
I write to find out how I feel about something.
I write from a critical knowledge of the ideal, a
permanent dissatisfaction.
,
But these statements don't work very well. The longer I
work at fiction, the less confident I am. I want to say, ••1
spend my life trying to write." That activity alone requires
at least two different lifetimes.

• • •

A letter comes from an editor who has seen one of my
stories in print elsewhere. They want to pub~ish my
fiction; will I send a story? I do send a story, and ma few
weeks it comes back rejected. They wanted the very story
they saw, and I sent them a new one, a different one._!
can't write the same story over and over. Ev~ry s.tory.is
another chance, and makes its own rules. I know this:
writing doesn't happen without listening to myself. A
story begins with a first l~ne, ~hich is .a gift, an~ that
line comes from hstenmg,. paymg attention to
responses, registering feelings. One story is vivid to me
because the process was such a struggle.
I was thinking about a friend in the midwest, whose
marriage was ending. I knew only a few details. She was
without employment skills, and .somehow had to find
money to raise her small son and his infant brother. She
would have to go on welfare.
·
.
I couldn't get her out of my mind, and spent hou~s at
the typewriter thinking of her story. It should start with a
scene, I thought. Editors have to like the lead ..It sh~:mld
begin with a description. The words have to be JUSt nght.

Mary Peterson teaches writing tn the English
Department at the University.. Her stories h'!ve appe'!red
in Ms., Fiction International, North American Review,
.S outh Dakota Review, Missouri Review, and elsewhere.

J.

I couldn't write a word. The ••shoulds" followed each
other like boxcars.
Finally, I said aloud something like this: ~'This writing
belongs to me. I'm going to start the story any way I want
to start it." Immediately, I wrote this sentence: "These
days everything depressed her: the color of her threeyear-old son's eyes and the way the new baby's hair was
silky and wet sticking to his forehead when he slept, and
the cans of baby food in a row on the counter, an~ all the
memories of birth when Richard was there with the
camera and she-dizzy-imagined herself in a s~r ro~e in _
an art film until it was over, so that even the whimpenngs
sounded to her own ears rehearsed." And I wrote the
story, which was later published.
. .
Looking at things hard is the only way I can .b~ar hvmg,
sometimes; and the only way I can celebrate hvmg, other
times.I had to write the story the same way I have to
record my dreams. Perhaps this is one thing that writing
fiction means to me.

• • •

Another story':
. .
We're having drinks at a friend's house, and thisfnend
is enthused about a book he's reading--a detailed history
of the building of the Brooklyn Bridge. He spends at least
ten minutes describing the politics, power-plays,
complexity of decisi~n-~aki~g involved in. this
monumental project. His voice nses. He pou?ds his fist
on the table.
When his eyes become less glassy, he notices that I
seem not to be fascinated by the Brooklyn Bridge.
"Wouldn't you like to borrow this book?" he asks,
trying to engage me.

I try to say it politely. I really don't think I'd be
interested.
·
••Not interested?" He's astonished.
"Nobody ever expected that I would build a b~idge," !,
tell him. ••1t doesn't seem to have much to do with me.
He had never thought of this before. Nobodyexpected
that she would build a bridge.
Nobody expected that I would try to 'Yrite fict~on
either. And, certainly, like the Brooklyn Bndge, fiction
writing is an imaginative curve into sheer space. But for
whatever genetic, emotional, historic, intellectual reaso~,
I'm more interested in the curve of character than I am m
the placement of connective steel girders. .
Everybody else tallks about the br.idge, ~~t I'm thinki11;g
suddenly of an image I had while dnvmg home this
evening. It happened when I remembered. a p~per a
student wrote, two years ago, ·about playing pinball.
While I was driving I pictured pinball machines in the
basement of the Student Union, and one student for
whom pinball meant more than a game. He played
pinball with a quality of desperation. I imagined not only
this student, but a faculty member of about my age--e>~ly
partly myself--sitting at one of the small tables watching
this student play. It seemed that this facultY. member
came often to watch--in fact, she arranged her schedule so
that she could have coffee in the Union basement every
day. The picture was as sharp in my mind as a Hopper
painting.
Then came the fictional question: Why?
Why would a faculty member of ab~ut my age make. a
pilgrimage to the Union basement dally to watch a kid
play pinball? Why would ·a student be that f~cused on,
that committed to, a game? What does watchmg mean?
What does pinball mean?
"A sentence," Eudora Welty said, "may be in as perfect
control as a church or a bridge."
Lying in bed that night, I t~ink about ~w~ dreams,
neither of them my own. The pmball players 1s a dream
of e1cellence yet to be achieved. It ~s t.he dream ~f a
perffct game. The faculty members is more ~tter
because, I realize, this faculty member was an antiwar
activist in the 1960s, and wanted to change the world. I
think-I'm not sure--that she recognizes herself in the
pinabll player, in his incandescent desire. ~er defeated
dream fascinates me, and I want to record it.
The next morning I write this story to build my own
kind of bridge. To put myself there.

Gregg Sanborn
The role of Student Affairs at the University

The University of New Hampshire Division of ~tud~nt
Affairs is one of the major Divisions of the University.
The Division consists of eight separate departments
which incluoe the Financial Aid Office, Health Services,
Counseling and Testing, Career Pla?nin~ a?d
Placement, the Dean of Students Office, Res.idential Life
(residences and dining), the Memori~l Um~n/ Student
Activities Office, and the Student Affairs Office, and the
specialized functions of the University . Parents
Association and Handicapped Student Services. The
total operating budget exceeds $12 . million doll~rs
annually with a major portion of this money being
auxiliary enterprises.
. .
.
The Division of Student Affam msures its programs
and services support the academic mission of the
University, strives to insur,e tqe optimum u.se of
resources, and provides needed p.rogr~ms and services to
its primary clientele, the U mvers1~y unde~graduate
student population. Student Affam services and
programs should systematically foster the personal
growth and development of students. The dimensions of
personal growth and student . developmei:it which are
stressed philosophically include the following:
-personal identity to include the development of a
sense of purpose and a clear value _syste~; .
, -interpersonal development, which rncludes
communication skills, the ability. to understand. and
empathize with others, and to give other emotional
support and group interaction skills;
.
-intellectual and academic skills, which permit the
individual toengage in life-long learning and encourage
students to gain maximum opportunities to apply aspects
of their classroom experiences;
-aesthetic development which includes both an
J. Gregg Sanborn is acting vice president

affairs.

-

of student

awareness of the arts and some sense of personal skill in
both appreciation and creation.
-physical recreation skills which include both
appreciation and ~artici~ation.
Needless to say, some of these dimensions of personal
growth are provided outside of the. Division of Student
Affairs but must be necessarily supported and
encouraged from within the Division.
Equally as important as the personal growth. and
student development dimensions are the educational
assumptions which provide the context for program
development and the provision of services. These
important assumptions include the fact that valuable
learning takes place outs~de ,tpe formal cla~sroom
suppott~a and apph~d m, vanous way~ outside the
classroom and opportunitles to do this should be

experience; learning inside the classroom s_hould be
facilitated; the effectiveness of influencing students'
learning depends upon · ~ooperation with the faculty;
Student Affairs staff appreciate and encourage
contributions made to campus life by students;
individuals differ with respect to ways and rates in which
they learn; and, the learner must actively participate in
the learning process.
The staff within the Division of Student Affairs serve
in an educational role. However, this should not be
confused or looked upon as comparable to the primary
and classical instructional role of the faculty. The
practical and experimental opportul_!_~i_es afforded to
students outside of the classroom are educational and
supportive of the classroom experiences and related
activities provided within the schools and colleges of the
University.
_
In order to accomplish its mission the Division must
focus on directly involving students in activities because
students are most affected by institutional decisions,
student viewpoints are important in formulating good
decisions with the Division and institutionally, and
students learn directly by being involved in the activities
of the institution. This interaction with students, as well
as with faculty and the community, helps to build a sense
of trust and credibility in the University and aids in the
smooth operation of the institution.
The program and ~ervices offered by the Division of
Student Affairs serve to support the academic mission of
the University, student participation in the development,
implementation, and evaluation of programs and
services provide opportunities to apply what has been
learned in the classroom and the dfrect servfoes offered
support the on-going developmental and survival needs
of the student population to hel{> facilitate the learnihg
process.
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Editorial
Things we'd like to
Things we'd like to see in the fall:
-New Hampshire schools receive more state aid
than the University. of El Salvador.
-A commuter center built in Portsmouth so
students don't have to commute to the
University to use it
-confirmation that the temperature in the librruy
were reduced such that you could no l.~nger fry

an egg on the reference desk.
-water from the UNH Ravine processed after
passing the University and used as nuclear
reactor fuel.
-Bob Coates and Jodi Godfrey stay in school
-The UNH-Durham fire department rent out
space in the station for student parking
-declaration of Howard Pease Day, to be

celebrated for the man in a baseball cap who
hovers about campus in a baseball cap, a yellow
plaid sports jacket, and a smile.
-full length movi.es shown in the dinning halls
while waiting in lina for meals.
-one night without equipment breakdown at The
New Hampshire
-a service department that does service calls

~~~~~~:::;iiii~~--~~~~~~

I
OUR LILY WHITE COLLEGE GRADUAT ES

Letters
french 1
To the Editor:
This is a personal letter. that is, the
opinions stated here"in are not the result
of any studies or experiments, and
have no figures to back them up. They
are simply the obervations of -a once
willing student who, after nearly two
semesters of elementary French, has
had it up to his Adam's apple with the
Cleveland Plan. His primary
observation: it doesn't work very well.
Total immersion in French is a novel
idea, but one which I hope will be
discarded as the failure that it is.
Why is it a failure? People are
learning the language, aren't they? Yes,
but that's not saying much, considering
that the human mind is capable of
learning under even the worst
conditions. And while the conditions at

UNH's _French departme_nt _are
certainly better than "worst," they are
only marginally so. The point is that I
and my classmates are learning very
little French, and that this learning is
unnecessarily slow, labored, and
inefficient, largely because of your
refusal to utilize a very substantial
resource: The English Language.
The underlying rationale, as near as I
can tell, is predicted on a single fallacy.
It takes many forms, but always it boils
down to essentially this: The . more a
student has to rack his brain in order to
learn something, the better he will learn
it.
To quote the authors of the text,
Decouverte et Creation, "You may
think, at times, that you can achieve
your objective more quickly by
resorting to English . Indeed this would
be faster. However, permanence, not
speed should be your goal." (pg. xvi).*
*As a sidelight, l should like to note
that speed does i'ndeed seem to be one

of our goals, or one of the French
department's goals at any rate, judging
from the rate at which the material is
being stt:amshoveled down our throats.
The implication here is that "better"
means "More permanently," and that
slow, arduous learning results in longer
retention than does learning that is fast
and easy. This is nonsense. I assert
that learning should be easy, and I
support this assertion with a wellesta blished fact: that anything, once it
is learned, (and no matter how easily it
is learned), can be maintained
indefinitely through rehearsal.
And now we have reached the
\?Qttom line, for the opposite is also
true: knowledge tijat is not used simply
fades away. I daresay that most of your
students are taking French in order to
satisfy the University's foreign
language requirement, and have no
intention of ever speaking or writing it
again. For them, this process of fading
away will begin shortly after 8 p.m . on

May 15, the date of the final.
What has anyone gained, aside from
a few lousy credits? All that I
personally will walk a way with is a faint
glimmer of appreciation for the French
culture and way of life, gleaned not
from the subject matter, but from the
stories that Mme. Takahara used to tell
us occasionally last semester.
This prompts me to suggest that the
foreign language require~ent be
changed to a foreign culture
requirement. People could . study a
country's language if they desired, but
would have the option to learn about
some other aspect of that nation
instead, such as its customs, politics,
history, art, etc., or perhaps some
combinations. This would certainly be
better than forcefeeding a student
vocabulary and grammar until he is
ready to vomit it out his ears.
In the meantime, I urge you to ·examine the elementary French program
carefully, and consider giving it a

complete overhaul-it needs it.
Sincerely,
John M. Mahoney

service
To the Editor:
This Jetter is in regards to the new
energy saving heating system being
installed on the University. We, as
students who end up paying most of the
bills, appreciate anything that will save
us some money. However, a few things
that we do not appreciate are:
I) smoke and exhaust filled rooms
and hallways due to saws, torches,
grinders, and arc welders.
2)Laundry facilities rendered nearly
unusable due of pipes, scraps, and
boxes from the installation work.
3) 8:00 a.m. starting hours whose
noise level exceeds common courtesy.
4)Hazardous health conditions due
to flving metal and soa rh as well as
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dangerous ultraviolet light from the arc
welding equip.
S)Hallways and patios strewn with
metal tailings and used welding rods.
If we were in a hotel, we would
demand our money back and move
elsewhere. Congreve however, is not a
hotel. We can not get our money back.
Instead we are subjected to these
conditions which I am sure are unsafe
according to most standards; How
much longer is it going to last? They
have been here two weeks and
supposedly will be done in two more
(just in time for finals).
- Hey Residential Life, PPO&M, or
whoever wants to claim responsibility.
Why not do this work over the summer
when the dormitories are vacant. I am
sure .you can find a time when they are
not occupied. We sure would like to see
our clean halls, breathe clean air, and
sleep past 8:00 a.m. again.
The Residents of Congreve Pit

wunh
To the Ed ii or:
The entire staff of WUNH extends a
warm thank you to all who helped
contribute to the Freewaves Marathon.
Your contributions helped us exceed
last year's O!te-weekend total-for 1981,
we gathered $2,029.00.
Lots of 'tx 's' to all who promoted the
Marathon, answered phones, talked it
up in the area and of c9urse, pledged a
gift. Rest assured, your donation keep
us at the top of progressive college
station in the nation. And that status is
YOUR status--take pride in being a
family known as best among best.
Also, thanks to Coordinator Nick
Boyon for countless hours and effort in
this event. And to everyone else,
•warmest' wishes for a blow-out
summer with the Freewaves of 91.3
FM!
The WUNH Staff

accidents
To the Editor:
Being one of the "five students who
have been struck by vehicles on Main
Street" I noticed that Ms. Sprankle was
mistaken in saying that none of the five
students "were using the crosswalk
when hit." On April 2nd, 1979, a friend
and I were hit while crossing the street
in front of T Hall.
The accident occurred three quarters
of the way across the street within a
marked crosswalk. I resent the fact that
the emphasis is always on pedestrians
being careless rather then the
responsibility of the driver.
I will admit that many people do
jaywalk and are not careful when
crossing streets, but it is also true that
most cars will not stop for a person in a
crosswalk unless the pedestrian is
· obstructing their way. For crosswalks
to be effective, both pedestrians and
drivers have to use them according to
the law.
After my accident and the fatal
accident occurring to Rita Grimes, also
on Main Street, there was much talk
about installing speed bumps, lowering
the speed limit and other methods of
insuring safety- however nothing has
been done. The speed limit was lowered
on College Road, howevc::r on Main St.
were the accidents occurred the speed
limit remains the same.
I realized that a.ny attempts to lower
the speed limit on Main Street must go
through the State but why haven't town
or university officials pursued the
matter?
I find it upsetting to see that public
officials are more concerned with
stopping "public urination and litter"
as seen in how quickly they
implemented regulations on fraternity
block parties, while safety of students
has taken a back seat. Get your
priorities straight.
Lorna Higney

marathon
To the Editor:
This past weekend, {Friday, May 1 Saturday, May 2), the UNH Women's
Soccer Club held a 24 hour marathon,
as a fund raiser. I would like to express
my appreciation to the other twelve
members of our team who participated
in the event. Without your dedication
and determination it couldn't have
worked. Many times we wanted to quit
but always we pulled together and we
survived. We found it easier when we
worked as a group to pass the long
hours and we built bonds that are very
essential in any team. We saw the good
times together and we dealt with some
very touchy moments, but we
understood each other and we stayed
together.
I know none of us received any
acknowledgement for completing the
24 hours, but I feel the greatest reward
is the fact that we did it, and we did it
together for the team. We know that
because of the time and effort we gave,
the team· can continue to grow.
Without dedicated people a team can't
exist.
Some members of our team couldn't
find .the time to participate in our fu~d

raiser. Thirteen members g~ve up the
time, not only to participate but to find
sponsors beforehand and to collect
afterwards. N9 one said it would be
easy or at a convenient time, but we all
agreed to have this fund raiser. I only
wish that those members who were too
busy to participate could have stopped
by to suport us, even for a little while.
We were representing the whole team-not ourselves, and. we were
disappointed that our other teammates
dido 't feel it their responsibility to even
stop in.
Last year we had our first marathon
and only eigh(members participated. I
remember saying I'd never do it again.
But this year when the Second Annual
event was suggested, everyone seemed
so eager. I realize that thirteen is an
improvement over eight, but why do
only some have to go through the pain
and frustration of raising money?
This was my last year on the Soccer.
Team and I've seen a great deal of
progress since the Club's start four
years ago. I know the importance of a
fund raiser of this kind because it shows
who really cares about the team. It is
reassuring to know that the other
twelve individuals who participated
will all be here next year. They will be
the ones who will keep the Soccer Club
rising. Thank you also to everyone who
sponsored us and especially those
people who came to support us.
"You gotta be a little nuts, show now.
whose got guts"
Lauren Wiseman

cheated
To the Editor:
Recently a student stopped by my
office and asked if I should take the t'ime
to comment on th.e issue of cheating.
The individual was seeking input for a
paper in a political science course. 1
agreed to do so subject to the
conditions that no part of our
discussion was to be used in either a
published article or a forum; in
particular, I was not,to be quoted. With
apparent sincerity, the studenl assured
me that this request would be honored
and reassured me of his purpose. 1then
freely expressed my views. As the last
issue of the The New Hampshire

indicates, I was cheated. The survey
was successful! Inquiry does open the
door to learning.
Homer Bechtell
Mathematics Department

Ed. note: Thar reporter will never
have material published in The
New Hampshire again. Apologies

senate
To the Editor:
I must respond to the recent article
"Student Senate loses ground." Your
headline does not fairly reflect the
content {or the mooi:l) of tl)e article.
Contrary to your headline the Student
Senate has gained ground. This was the
first year that students, through the
diligent efforts of the Academic
Council of the Student Senate, have
presented charges to the Academic
Senate. It is the first year that a student
initiated proposal has passed through
committee and reached the floor of the
full Senate. These are substantial gains
for the Student Senate and should be
viewed as such. We must earn the
respect of the administration and I
strongly believe we have made great
strides toward that end. We must also
have the respect and support of the
student body. It is important that the
media help us gain this support,
therefore, I ask you to consider your
headlines carefully. Mr. EUiot has said,
"the Student Senate is a legitimatt
voice of the students and, therefore,
deserves to be heard," we also deserve
credit for our efforts and recognition
for our gains.
Sara Jane Horton
Student Body President

clean-up
To the Editor:
Saturday, May 9, is Durham CleanUp Day. Chi Omega will be working
with the town to help with their project
and lend support. We want to show
that as Greeks we are concerned about
the town we live in.
Chi Omega will be there and we issue
a challenge to all other Greek houses to
turn out and help Durham. We hope to

see you Saturdy behind the 'Outback'
at 9:30 a.m.
The Sisters of CQi Omega

el salvador
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to two
letters written in response to one
written about the rally held protesting
U.S. intervention in El Salvador. My
views on the political aspect of t;e
subject are irrelevant, but I do feel that
some clarification is needed in the
·defense of Walter Sliker.
Mr. Sliker wrote and commented on
the chants that were shouted during the
rally. He claims that the group shouted
"Down with the system." Then, two

letters were written in response to hi!
statement saying that no such chan1
was uttered.
On April 21, 1981, I was coming ou
of the Town and Campus store when :
saw the rally approaching in the
distance. I walked in the same direction
as they did, but was not associated with
the rally. When I approached the Tir
Palace, I too heard several chant!
calling out "Down with the system!'
Now you can say that you were
chanting "Down with the Junta," but
this is one person you can't convince.
It's really too bad that people whc
participate in such protests do 001
accept responsibility for the actiom
they perform, it lowers the credibilit)'
of their sincerity on the subject.
Robert Davis
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Tom
Eslick

mua
PUB

Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-.2:00 pm
Afternoon coffee Sun-Fri 2:00-4:00
Dinner Sun-$at 4:00-9:00 pm
W eel<ly Specials

·

Make Reservations Early
for

MOTHER~S

DAY .

and for

GRADUATION DAY

MAY 9th
8:00 pm
Don't Forget Afternoon Coffee
Serving Desserts & Appetizers
from 2:00-4:00 Sun-Fri

Admission $1.00

UNHID

& PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

Located at 56 Main Street Durham
1

MUSO FILM SERIES
presents
THE LA.ST PICTURE
SHOW

DURHAM/UNH RESIDENTS:

COME JOIN IN

T~E

fiUIUl~SS D~-Si[llCT

®~~ffim=OOCTJ~
Timothy Bottoms &
Cloris Leachman

.

~
,.

starring:

On May 9

;

Rain or Shine

Directed By
Peter Bogdanovich

This remarkable movie perfectly captures life
in a small Texas town in the early fiftiesan authentic slice of Americana
Showing: Sunday, May 10th
7:00 & 9:30
Strafford Room, MUB
, · ,
. , $ J .00 admission

MEET BEHIND THE "OUTBACK"

9:30 AM
~

·'F or Info Call: 868- 7049 '"' ~

\
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Arts & Features
Open and Shitt: a mystery story After four years
By Joel Brown

Books about famous crimes Blood and Money, Helter Skelter - ususally involve a murder, a close
study of the villain in the case, and
justice's ultimate revenge on that
villain.
Open and Shut, co-authored by
UNH Prof. Ron Winslow, is about
a murder that never happened, an
ordinary woman on trial, and a
villain who never saw ·, the
courtroom. But it is far from
uninteresting; Open and Shut also
involves incest, wifebeating, drug
abuse, suicide, hypnosis, and a
supposed hit man who is
introduced as "Al from San
Diego." .
Norma Winters is an
unexceptional woman, with two
teenaged children, plans to open
her own business, and a diet pill
habit. Her husband Bruce has
often been brutal to her, but they
still love each other, and family
violence is probably not
uncommon in the dry, dusty town
of El Centro, California. Then she
learns that Bruce has been
molesting their daughter Beth
since the girl was twelve years old.
Shortly after meeting Al from San
Diego in a booth at the El Centro 's
Denny's, Norma is arrested for
solicitation to commit murder.
Norma is defended by Atty.
Milton Silverman, Winslow's coauthor. Her case at first looks
hopeless... and then a defense
emerges which is so bizarre it
seems a plot left over from one of
Earl Stanley Gardner's Perry
Mason novels, and an early one at
that.
·
Open and Shut 's official
publication date is May 26, but the
book is already receiving good
reviews in the trade publications.
Winslow, a member of UNH's
journalism faculty, was put on to
Silverman over two years ago by
the editor of Winslow's first book,
Hard Aground, about the Argo
Merchant oil spill. Silverman had
co·mpleted a partial draft, and
Winslow journeyed to El Centro to
interview Norma, Beth, and pour
through more than . l400 pages of
trial transcripts.
"There were a number of things I
was worried about," Winslow said

' Monday about his decision to do
the book. "I didn't want to be part
of a book in which the lawyer says,
'Boy am I a good lawyer!'"
Silverman, despite his demoniclooking picture on the back of
Open and Shut, is a pleasant man
and a good lawyer, according to
Winslow. "Most collaborations
are horror stories," Winslow said.
"But Milt and I have a good
relationship."
Good thing. The book, except
for the first section describing
Norma's meeting with Al from San
Diego, is written in Silverman's
first person.

by Red Mange
I still haven't figured out this college gig yet, but now
that I'm 4 ~ears edjucated, and ready to take my leave of
this joint, Ive decided to put some of my knowledge down
on paper. TheJ;e few parting wonis are tips and assorted
observations that I have observed. There are many miths
about college life, and they're all alota garbage. They just
ain't tnie.
Here lies truth: Here are the important tniths I learnt in
4 years of sckool.
Nobody in college reads books. They just carry them
around to look cool.
_ Not all professors are smart. The ones that are smart
always smoke a pipe. The ones that are real smart have half
their jaw missing from smoking a pipe, which isn't very
smart at all.
Lady French teachers don't give A's for sexual favors.
Anthropology teachers don't watch Gilligan's Island,
and they don'tthink it's a vecy funny show, either.
Here's a tip: Don't fall asleep in any classes, cuz when
you do, your head starts bobbin' up and down and you start
to drool and then you really look like a jetk.
English is a stupid major. It's no good in the real world.
ROTC is a damn good program.
Evecybody in college thinks they're gonna get a paid
salary of 18,000 bucks and up, and my dad says they got a
big
surprise comin' to them. ·
Ron Winslow (Tim Lorette photo)
Botany teachers don't watch Crockett's Victory Garden,
but they do think he's a prettv fun~y guy.
Winslow is taking next year off
•·The hardest part was writing in
Computers are stupid They ain't the wave of the future.
the first person when you 're not the from teaching to write. He has "a
They're just a fad.
couple of book proposals in
first person," Winslow said with a
Everybody in college likes Led Zepplin, and I think he's
chuckle. "(UNH Assoc. Prof. in mind," and his current projects
a
pretty
good singer, too.
journalism) Andy Merton calls it include a piece for Esquire on DJ
Frat parties are not "Great!" _
Casey Kasem, an article for
'first person remote'."
_
Many hippies are now going to sckool, and my Dad says
Yankee, and a Boston Magazine
What really seemed to have been
(and I agree with him) that "they arejustplain ruining a
pr-ofile of Boston Globe
difficult for Winslow were his
good thing."
,
interviews and meetings with Beth photographer Stanley Foreman.
Foreman is the overnight
and Norma Winters.
Nobody in college believes in God anymore, but he is
- "The first day was stiff," photographer roaming the city for
alive, and I know cuz I've seen him, and he's got a long
The Globe. When Winslow rode
Winslow said. "It was a delicate
· white beard ~q he eats lunch outside the Common
situation, but once we got going it with him, their sightseeing
Market everyday at noon.
was okay. I've done a lot of included two gunpoint arrests.
My economics teacher says 'There's no free lunch in
Open
and
Shut
does
touch
on
a
interviews with people who've
life,"
but he's wrong, cuz you can walk out on a tab ifyou're
couple of essential legal issues,
been through a tragedy, and it's
really cool about it
particularly the idea that both an
not ever an easy thing to do."
The genius's in sckool aren't genius's at all. They'rejust
"Norma read the book in draft act and the will to commit that act
queer as hell, and you_can spot 'em as easy, cuz they all
form," he said. "On a few - are necessary for a crime to be
prosecutable.
occasions she had to put it down
carcy umbrellas evecyday of the week.
"I think that one of the things I
and go for a walk. I was actually
You can cheat on tests if you wear a visor and you're
do as a writer is to find good stories
glad; if it got that response from
really cool about it
that illustrate essential principlesso
her, I knew it was working."
RbTC is a damn good program.
·
the reader can learn from it,"
Norma and her daughter
Chemistry
majors
go
bald
real
fast
and
their
skin
turns
Winslow said.
cooperated fully with Winslow and
all sorts of weeni colors.
__,
But essentially Open and Shut is
Silverman; the idea that her story
History is a really stupid major.
might make a book actually the story of a.woman and her trials, _
Some professors can be played like a piano, ifyou've got
legal and otherwise. Though told
originated with Norma, and she is
a_big allowance and a good pair of hands.
from Silverman's perspective, it is
getting a percentage of the
Norma Winters' plight that gives
proceeds. But the book is largely
Philosophy teachers don't wash themselves too good.
Open and Shut its suspense. (I wish
free of any ·self-serving moments
Having to wear an sap and gown is cruel and ususual
there had been photographs - I am
by Silverman or the Winters.
punishment
curious to see Norma.)
I have tried not to spoil the
Sociology majors are clowns that never decided what
That first "stiff' meeting with
suspense of the story; suffice to say
they
wanted to major in.
Norma
amd
Beth,
Winslow
said,
that when the case was over, Al
You
don't_have to get A's to get into college. All you need
was heM in the El Centro Denny's.
from San Diego was "a little
is an open mind and a number 2 pencil.
pissed," according to Winslow. _ Ana by coincidence, the three of
ROTC is a damn good program. _
them sat in the very same booth
Silverman contended that Norma
When it rains, college kids stand under their dopey
where Norma met "Al from San
was hypnotized into her crime; it
Diego." Fortunately she made out
was not until Winslow met the
looking umbrellas, giggle and then kiss their dopey
better with Milt Silverman and
expert witness who testified to the
looking boyfriend or girlfriend and the whole scene is_
facts of her hypnosis, that Winslow
Ron Winslow.
really sickening.
was "sure" about Open and Shut.
The best things in college happen late at night Squirting
fire extinguishers, pulling fire alarms, malting bomb
threats to the College President, smashing beer bottles in
the bathroom, throwing the janitor's big old vacuum
cleaner out the third story window ofyour dorm, throwing
the old drunken janitor out the third story window ofyour
dorm and a whole lot ofother fun junk goes on when all the
cops are sitting around gettin' drunk on coffee down at
headquarters.
All college kids wear clothing that most normal kids
either bum on sight, or ditch way the hell back in some
closet that nqbody ever opens.
Freshman girls named Muffy don't lose their virginity
freshman year.
Freshman girls named Ginger loose their virginity in
the car, on the ride up to sckool their freshman year.
Everybody who plays frlsbee in college is from New
Jersey.
All vegetarians in college are kids that are sick ofstuffing
there faces full of Cheese Doodles, and they are all from
· New Jersey also.
If you're a college student, your friends at home think
your a dip. The boys back home don't take kindly to intelek,
intilleck, intelick, well, they don't like it ifyou 're real smart.
_
ROTC is a damn go:<;>d pr~gram
Art is the1 ~tu.piM~t JttajQi:.' It }las no worth in the real 1
world. ··

:GALLERY:.:.~d-:1~

By llenri
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Mill Pond Center gives art to the conununity
By Martha Thomas
they performed, to the polished for local groups like the Amare
The Mill Pond Center is a four Mill Pond Center Dancers' Cantare singers and a local
and a half minute bike ride from "Trilogy," every singleferson on production of a Cole Porter
the MUB. At six thirty in the s.tage was dancing at his or her own review.
Roberts refers to the current
morning the ride seems slightly level, and performed with such
longer, unless it's one of those confidence and good humor, that state of the Center as the
completion of "Phase one" which
almost summer mornings, none of the discomfort and
promising sunshine and lethargic embarassement for those onstage included the renovation of the
dance studio and the initiation of
afternoons. ·
that often accompanies communthe dance program.
·
Today, the ride is enjoyable and ity endeavors was present,.
The summer will bring a series of
too short, and by the time the deep
Judy Roberts, The Center's
Arts/ Environment workshops for
breaths of morning mist have director, was in- charge of the
made it to the sleepy lungs, the production. She has been dancing children and teenagers. The
center's home, an old farm set far for most of her life and teaching program is designed to integrate
visual arts, crafts, movement
back in a field past the swans, since she was fifteen.
classes and creative dramatics with
across from Durham Point Road,
"I have always been fascinated
the environment to take advantage
is seen from the street. The trees with the idea of a multi-arts center,
of the beautiful land during the
that line the driveway create a . a place where dance arid music and
warm summer months
ceiling and although the UNH other art forms could interact," she
Future goals for the center are
campus is close, one is so overcome said.
carefully outlined on a framed list.
After visiting Chelsea House in
by the quiet seclusion of the place
The aim is primarily to provide a
that books and deadlines hardly Vermont, she and her husband
resource for the community. Free
exist. In fact, the towers of Lewis ·became inspired to realize
events, inexpensive classes, and
Williamson and Christiansen a~nd. their dream of a community arts
rehearsal, performance, and
the T-Hall clock can not even oe center. They made a nominal bid
exhibition s·pace for local artists
seen.
on the barn, it was accepted, and
are among the goals.
Not many people are up at this they began to visualize the
Part of the center's concept is
hour, but the women in Shannon potential.
providing something for the town
"I think the previous owner was
Darr's Aerobic dancing class have
that the University does not. Most
children to send to school and jobs pleased with our plans for the
of the classes are geared to those
to ~et to, so seven is an ideal time to place. Other people wanted to
under 18, and over 25, but,
stretch, shake, and jog to up-beat build condominiums,"said
music.
Roberts.
The Mill Pond Center was
The work on the barn has just
started last fall as a community begun. The milking parlor's
multi-arts center, and has been cement floor was ripped out and ·
gaining support, recognition and replaced by the wooden dance
momentum ever since.
floor, the corridor of horse stalls
One of the Center's £oals is to and carriage rooms (future
acheive a steady membership of at classrooms) has already been used ·
least 200 families from the as an art galJery and a reception
Durb.am co mmunity. After a hall, the upstairs will be storage
February membership drive, over space, more dance floor (for
a hundred families are members. square dances and. performances)
-According to Lewis Roberts, a and a large room where movies can
member of the board of directors, be shown.
"almost 1000 people have
The downstairs will become an
participated in one or more area for sculpture and pottery.
educational or social events at the
The renovation "tried to keep
place already," and with each the flavor of the place," said
event, the numbers increase.
Roberts, and indeed, original
The danc e studio is\ the beams and heavy wooden doors
converted milking parlor of the complement the airy dance studio.
1917 barn, and houses a variety of
Lewis Roberts, the director of
classes for all ages.
UNH's Thompson School of Life I
Fall will bring an Oktoberfest.
Besides the aerobic classes, Scienes and Agricultre, claims to according to Roberts this doesn't
modern dance, jazz, ballet, and have seen "quite a few barns" and mean that they aren't interested in (the German beer festival) and
karate classes among others are "this barn is a classic," he. said, UNH students. There is simply future plans include an historical
offered.
"it's one of the finest examples of more need for this kind of exhibit to accompany the
Last Sunday, the Mill Pond barn architecture in the United opprtunity within the age groups currently-under-contruction Gununtouched by the University.
Center held its student dance States."
dalow that will be moored on the
Shannon Darr, who teaches the nver across the road as part of
The Roberts own the barn, the
· concert at the Oyster River High
School.
large white house, and the acres of seven a.m. aerobics class feels that Durham's l 50th - anniversary
Like the Center, the high school, fields and woods that surround the the Mill Pond Center is a way for celebration in May 1982.
"I'm a believer in dreaming big- over the hill from the UNH center. They live in the house and university students to pursue
fraternities, is only a short distance .rent the barn to the Mill Pond interests on their own.
and making your dreams come .
"The arts at · UNH are so true. I believe you can get what you
from campus, but feels like an Center for a dollar a year.
· entirely different world.
The Center was initially competitive," she said. "Most of · want," said Roberts who calls
The production was a variety of financed privately, but has recently the classes are really filled up."
On Saturday, May 23, the Mill
dances performed by dancers ofall begun compaigning for local
ages and abilities. It was a support. It had a fund-raising ball Pond Center will hold a May pole
representation and culmination of that, according to Roberts, just festival. Activities will include
the work done in classes over the about broke even, only because May Pole dancing, construction
course of the term. From the five they had "first class everything," and meaning of the May basket,
and six year olds skipping about in but was such a success that she is madrigals performed by the
the vaguel y choregraphed certain that it will be large fund- Amare Cantare singers, and
Morris dancing.
"Bumbleflies and Butterbees," raiser next year.
MoFris dancing is, according to
The bani, in its current
waving to their parents in the
audience, and carefully watching incomplete state, provides, besides Roberts, a form of dance that is a
and motioning to each other as the dance classes, rehearsal space call to Spring, involving,
"Stamping on the earth to awaken
1

herself "a romantic."
She has good reason to be
enthusiastic about the future of the
Mill Pond Center; already most of ·
its goals have been realized or are
in the process of being met, but the
Roberts want to take it slowly to
insure quality:
"Quality is more important tha·n
quantity in everything we do,"
Lewis Roberts said. "It's
exhaust_ing, but it's going to work."

it."

counterclockwise from top: Judy Roberts, director of the Mill Pond
Center; Mill Pond Center Barn (photos by Martha Thomas).
Students rehearse in the studio; 8-11 year old beginning ballet class
performing (photos by Alan Klehr) .
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"Our normal educational pattern is to tell students
to look to textbooks or to remember lectures
although what has been said often bears no
relationship to -the work at hand... "
-Donald M. Murray
I was dreaming. ~y head reeled with things I
never saw before: something ~ew and
incomprehensible in the eyes of a young woman I
care for; a writing instructor telling me about
writing problems. I learned from the dreams. The
knowledge was easy and natural. Then some
practical sense woke me.
I was 9:30 a.m. I wanted to sleep again to see what
else I could learn from it, but I had to give a lab
presentation in half an hour. I climbed from bed,
cheated by academia.
· At ten o'clock my lab partners presented their
findings. The students in class were languid, but
they listened politely. When my partners finished I
stood and hoped to raise the listless, droopy, eyes of
the class.
"I had about a year and a half of experience in the
woods before I came to school," I said. "My

presentation is based on some of the things I
learnea there."
·
There was no change in the class. Even the
professor was sullen, but he had an excuse. This was
his third lab of the morning. I put a transparency on
the overhead. The screen went black in the right
places and held the profile of a m~ssive, fron
machine with huge, rubber tires.
"This is a skidder. It weighs about nine tons, has a
winch capable of pulling fifteen tons. Skidders have
full time four wheel drive and generally all four
wheels have chains on them. A skidder is used to
pull tree length logs out of the woods."
On student's eyes tautened. They were clear, solid
blue, not scored by bloodshots. She was not taking
notes. She listened to absorb what she thought
important or interesting. Another student's head
was cocked forward with collegiate instinct. Her
eyes directed a trail of notes onto her paper.
"The skidder churns up the earth pretty well. The
ground is left bare or torn up in places. An
undesired result of this soil displacement can be the
siltation and sedimentation of streams."
I remembered a hemlock lot I worked on. The
main skid trail deepened as the job progressed.

--------- MAN'GE-<continued from page
ROTC is a damn good program.
Campus Security Guards are not real cops. They don't
carry guns, so you can give them all sorts offlack and they
can't do a thing about it
Young teachers don't have tenure, so you can call on
them by their first name and give them assorted flack, too.
The parents of college kids guzzle martinis and tell
everybody at the cocktail party that their child is "going
somewhere," and this is the joke of the Century, cuz most
of us have already been "there" and seen 'The Promised
Land" and we all know that's it's nothing more than a
trailer park
.
These are the truths about college life, and if you're
smart, you'll wise up to a few ·of them.
Gettin' a diploma ain't no ticket to success. But I'm
riding the wind outa here, anyhow. Dad says "All you need
to make it in the world is a good firm handshake." Well
that's somthin' I got for sure.

PAGE-SEVENTEEN ,

When all the timber was skidded out the main skid
trail was two feet below the original soil level. I put
water bars into the trail to reduce the chance of silt
reached the river that flowed next to the logging
site.
I explained the purpose of water bars; said I used
them and they worked well. The student's eyes were
restless. They were not my eyes. They could not see
the jobs I worked and the skidder was just a picture
on the screen. They did not know its powerful
moves or its gentle agility. And I could not teach the
things learned only by experience: the seasons of
good, working sweat and the body english of every
motion made during the risky, woodsworking day.
I shuffled my index cards. and finished the
presentation. The students were passive, but the
eyes quailed for release. There were no questions
and the professor dismissed the class. One student
came up to me. There was an imbalance in his eyes
and his stance. He seemed to be standing
somewhere else, doing something different. I
imagined branch scratches on his arms.
"I liked it," he said. "It was cool"
He walked away. His gait was bowlegged and
inexperienced. It reminded me of the way I walked
before I learned to heft a chainsaw properly ..

ts•---------------------I'm not going home to be president, or even Vice
President of any businesses ornothin'. And I ain'tgonna
sweep any more hair in any more "Towne Barber
· Shoppes." No Way. I got ajob as a tree surgeon, cuz I talked
to this big guy named Pierre over Easter, and he's a
lumberjack, and he really seems to like me, ya know? He
said that exactly. He said "I like you" right to my face, and
then patted my rear end which I didn't like too much at all.
But heck, he promised me 84.50 per hour plus a big bonus
if I worked with him at night. I don't know how anybody
can see logs in the dark, but I figure he's got lights on his
truck or somethin' professional like that.
Some say that ain't opportunity knockin' at my door.
Some say it's just a big dumb lumberjack doing the
knockin'. Well, maybe their right
But it's still a job, not a 4 years edjucted kind ofJob, but a
job just, the same, and that's something, ain't it?

INSTRUCTORS WANTED
h>r hill S..-111..-,1..-r. ,i:-.-"cd. non-cri:<lit Mlltt
• Mini-C1n11"<:' at ll"i H . 111,trul·tor' n<:c<lc<l tor th<'
toll1rning h.:ginning k\cl •our'<:':

Aerohic Dancing
Beginning Folk Guitar
Bike Repair
Board Games
l:\ ·erci.1·e
Indoor Gardening
Mu.~ic appreda1ion
Silkscreening
Swined Glass
Yoga

-

CELEBRATElll
The last day of class es!

RICK BEAi in the IYIUB
PUB
TUE SDA Y,M AY1 2 8:00 pnt
End of classe s! End of semes ter!
Celeb rate the
of summ er fun!!
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knowing what to do, but I enjoy
the work even if it can be
exasperating," he said.
ongoing learning process, and the
Durham Summer Theatre
Coward comedy about the ghosts
of two wives who turn up to · provides an excellent opportunity
complicate their husband's life. for young actors, as well as
R. B. Sheridan's resotration providing good entertainment for
comedy, The Rivals, centers on the seacoast area.
Small shows the dedication that
"Captain Jack Absolute," who
interns have. to make Durham
the
disguises himself to win the
affections of "Lydia Languish." Summer Theatre successful "I'm
a glutton for punishment,"
The plot is further distorted by the ju~t
said Small when asked why he was
meddling ••Mrs. Malaprop" in a coming
back.
delightful "aversion"!
The centerpiece of this year's
season is the premiere of William
Gibson's The Monday After the
Miracle. Mr. Gibson has written
this new work as a sequel to his
American classic, The Miracle
Worker. It is a powerful play
dealing with the later life and
marriage of Helen Keller's teacher,
Annie Sullivan. The production
marks the third time in recent years
that Gibson has worked with UNH
in the development of a new script.
••workshops are carried on as
part of the learning experience.
"Basically, I learned how to act,"
said junior Brian Hotaling, a
former intern. "I worked with
good people, and it was my first
experience with a professional
company."
Gaining experience is an
important part of the student
actor. Outside of college
productions, this is the
apprentice's first chance to work in
a professional atmosphere.
"The first time I got here, I was
overwhelmed. I was used to doing
shows with my parents in the
audience," said senior Joey Small,
who has worked in the Summer
Theatre program for three years,
and is returning for a fourth
summer. "For young actors, it is a The Blend, a five member band
valuable experience. I learned so from the New England area played
much in a short amount of time." up a storm in the Fnnldin
Small is coming back as a paid Thurday ni&ht.
The Blend is on the brink of the
supervisor this year. "It can be a
real madhouse sometimes, with bi& time , havin1 played as a warmpeople running around not up band for The Who and the
Charlie Paniels Band. -Tim Skeer

Cages part two zany For·the love of art
By Stan Olshefski
new wardrobe. In pink chiffons, By Patrick J. Brennick
white gloves and costume make"I'm doing it purely for the love
Should a sequel be evaluated in
up, he examines some cordoroys of the art," smirked Jon Hixon, a
the shadow of its precurser? La
Cage aux Foiles, the hilarious and asks the saleswoman is she sophomore at UNH and an intern
thinks they're masculine enough. for the Durham Summer Theatre.
original of this second film, was a
·Durham Summer Theatre,
smash. Discretely witty and full of This poor saleswoman is
flabbergasted at the situation and entering its 19th season, is a
original situation comedy, the first
Cage aux Foiles is tough act to makes every effort to keep repertory company with
professional and student actors.
follow. Admittedly, LaCage aux a straight face.
Folles II, accomplishes only , Albin trods out of the store, with Plays run throughout the summer,
overalls, a construction c;ap and a along with dance and pops
modestly the original's funny
blue collar look on his face. The concerts.
business. The humor is less
pacing and well studied visuals of
"Really, I'm doing it because it's
constant and the novelty may be
this scene and others are the great a great learning experience and 111
starting to wear. But alone, this
sequel is still a funny, charming fun to watch: the epitomy of get a chance to work witJl
professional actors," said Hixon.
situation comedy.
film.
Apprentices work in all aspects
Both Serrault and Tognazi
Michel Serra ult and Ugo
Tognazi portray Albin and deliver dynamic performances. of the theatre, picking up skills in
Renato, two middle age They form naturally. as a comedy every facet of a production.
The interns have to pay a fee tO
homosexuals who get accidently team with as much vitality as great
teams of the past. Their style, work with the company, and find
tangled in a web of spy chases and
intrigue. In a scheme to get his which dominates the film, could food and housing for the summer.
partner jealous, Albin sets himself easily work well on a night club The students work during the day,
up as a pick-up in a cafe. Renato stage. In Paris, the two were on the and evenings when they are
stage in a long running version of working on a particular
finds the whole thing ridiculous.
Instead of posing as .a pick-up, La Cage aux Folles. The very production. "I'm gonna starve this
animated actions of the stage come · summer, but it11 be worth it."
Albin appears quite foolish.
This year Durham Summer
Everyone laughs at his puffy through on the screen adding even
redheaded tranvestite appearance, more zaniness to the characters. In Theatre season will put on the
France, Serra ult is a highly revered plays Deathtrap, Betrayal, Blithes
except for a fleeing· spy who sees a
actor. His versatility is Spirit, The Riv~ls, and The
chance to ditch his pursuers.
Monday After the Miracle.
Both "La Cages" manage to remarkable.
If you saw and liked the_original Included in the subscription
. effectively blend hilarity with
sensitivity. The characters are not Cage aux Foiles this revisit might package are a concert version of
at all exploited sexually. not be as impressive, but it's Gilbert and Sullivan's comic
Primarily, we see these actors certainly one of the funniest films opera, Patience, two Pops concerts
portraying comedic characte(s to come in a long time. If you and, for the first time, two dance
involved in terrific predicaments. haven't seen the original, read a concerts.
Deathtrap is a classic thriller by
And, at the same time there is an synopsis of this film and I think
underlying theme of compassion this sequel will provide much of the Ira Levin. Its plot deals with
"Sydney Bruhl," a successful
originality of the first film.
and trust.
This brand of French humor is writer of Broadway mysteries, who
Although some find sub-titles
distracting, much of the film's effective because of its freshness is going through a dry spell. But
humor is· visual, with brief and crisp wit. In this century of when opportunity knocks, he
compliments of translations. The film comedy, finding new formulas devises a plan for his next big hit.
French wit that doesn't translate that work is not easy. The concept In Betrayal, author liaiold Pinter
carries the Jives of three people
well is slighted by the screen's here finds a new laugh track.
American directors should take backward in time, to reveal the
antics. You are not chained by a
notice here and start making some tensions and unspoken feelings
complicated narrative.
In a scene whre Albin is trying to genuinely funny films. The that have formed their triangular
mask his garrishly feminine American Film Industry is relationship.
Bli~he Spirit is the clever Noel
appearance, he prances into an currently in an embarrassing
Army~Navy store in search of a
comedic depression.

MAGIC
and the

REGGAE -STARS
MUB PUB
May 8th 8:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

A .UNH "FINAL" BLAST
UNH ID &
PROOF OF AGE
REQUIRED

muso
Would Like
To Thank
everyone who
helped make
our Productions
a success.

THAIKK!
Have a nice summer

(eon tin ued')
To Sue.Kim and Cindy--get psyched to
really play water polo on Monday--you're
the best--c'mon XO sisters.
Brothers. let's have a big cheering
section at 8:00. Love. your Sigma Nu
water polo men.
I-Thanks for a great semester! You're the
best I Have a great summer! What about F
w/F7 Is there hope? --P
To someone who has curly black (not
brown) crunchy ·hair ... you've meant so
much to me and I'll miss you. But you
already know that. Love. me.
C.D. : To err is human; to forgive is
DEVINEll Love. L.W ..
Rachel and Diane: Thanks for giving me
my start at the paper ... don't worry, next
year I'll learn to calm down. Tim and Joel: I
enjoyed working with you over the past
semester. Lonnie: Thanks for all the help
you've given me over the past year. Greg:
Keep up the good work. we have a tough
act to follow. Larry: Hope you're in my
econ class agian next semester--maybe
I'll even get to see you. Jackie M.: I'll save
you a nice. cold glass of root beer for next
semester. It's been a fun semester.
Martha : Next year, we'll work on more
features carryover. Henry and Tim:
Please, no more pictures of snakes eating
rats or frog eggs ... 1'11 really miss all the
graduating typists and copyreaders.
especially Deb B. and Deb P., Pam. Emmy,
Kathi S. (a good person to talk to in poli
sci). Emily (what a riot!). Laura. Karen.
Sandy.Kathy C. and Linda. And I'm
looking forward to working again with
Deb M., Inger. Kathy, Lisa, Paula and
everyone else at the paper. And of course,
how could I forget, the business office:
Jackie, Jeff, Doug and Meg. See you in
the fall. Jim . (Typist's note: Jim S.
finishes his next FULL LENGTH NOVEL in
the year 2000).

~~LLWOo
Durham Plaza

'-/)

Record of The Week
Jefferson Starship
Modern Titnes
includes the single:

Find Your Way Back
Onl $5.49
other specials included
for $5.49

I know I already wrote a long one, but I'm
greedy, and I'm typing so I can do what I
want, right? I just want to note one last
time how much I'm going to miss all you
guys at the NH who were nameless in the
last personal. In no particular
order ... Rachel, Jackie, Tim (thanks for the
roses), Larry (Pudgie), Lonnie, Jim (my
only diversion in a boring class), Paula,
Holly (RRROOOMMIElll). Greg, Martha,
Bill.etc., etc., etc, . Don't let me get too
sentimental, but I hope I'll see you c:ill
:igain .. .... .
Dear Chief- Even though we disagree on
many issues. you're still a super editor. I'll"
expect some good editorials come the fall.
Good luck ne'xt year. The former UP.
CH and SM - Thanks for such a great year!
Good luck on finals and have a great
summer. I'll miss you guys. Lots of love,
your roomie .
K- May your hanB heal well and may you
once again be able to tie your shoes. zip up
your coat, wash your hair. and eat
unretardedl P
Patty G. The days are dwindling down but·
the good times keep on coming . It's the
last issue and the last chance I'll have to
thank you for a fantastic year of late night
discussions, parties. etc. I wish you the
best of luck when you venture out into
the "real world" next fall. Until then, long
live the Monday Night Drinking Clubl...a
sentimental friend.
Dear Pudge E. Bunny, Sports Editor of this
beloved paper: My last chance for abusing
you has arrived-this is the final edition
and I'm graduating. Needless to say, I
can't think of any abuse ... too bad. Thanks
for making life at the paper enjoyable (7)
Love. Em-P.S. You have cute buns!
Dear Lonnie-Thanks for everythinglll
couldn't have had a more spectac person
for a bossll Someone will have to take
over giving you backrubs next semester.
Love. Em.
I will Lonniel-L.
To all of DZ (esp. the seniors): Thanks for
all you've done for me the past 3 yrs. I
couldn't have made it through without
youlll Good luck for the future! Love ya
always, Big Bird.
Liz and Kath-Well. not many days are left
of being roomies. I just wanted to thank
you both for all the good times; support,
putting up with my 'craziness. wine and
crustaceans, etc. etc. Come visit me in
Beantown next semester! Love always,
your third roomie.
To all the NH crazies. to Jackie. my big
sister, Rachel (You're the one Yl!ho's
~nfused). Gweg ·Fweming, a tawented
fweshman, Jim Singer who keeps me
informed in Micro, Lonnie the
Workaholic. Diane. Laura and Debbie the
Main St. Connection. Tim, Ned and
Henwy, our developing friendship. Tim
H, You're a good man (but stay out .o f
bathtubs), Jody.the joke teller, Paula, who
thinks I'm nuts, and Emmy and Kathi, my
Pudgie friends. Lisa, I'm sorry I made you
cry, (you're forgiven, Larry! l.) but say
good-bye to Laura for me. Dennis, I wove
you, but I will not woll you . Bill and Chris
(and KC where ever you are) thanks for
ignoring dirty plates and clothes on the
~loor sorry Holly. how could I forget you?
Emily baby-good luck, I'll miss your
backrubs kiddo - Pudgie Bun;)y
K-1 know I'm not supposed to write you a
personal, but I can't help it. I love ya-L.
To the Wildest things on campus, Mo,
Kelly, · Beth, Susan ard Lynne. This has
be'en the best year-Nicks. Glamour Mag .•
Hop Skips, Josie, C.C. cookies. Number
one and two passions - you all show me
the world! I'll miss you more than I can say
but I'll be back because I love you-Dana.
K.S. Typist note AGAIN: Jim s. tias
decided to expand his latest novel. Read
'ci\~ffor \hi l!)Qyie~~tJiar-eJ
is : RACHEL: I almost forgot. how could I
forget all those cherries you love? I'll be
sure to send you one for graduation . JIM .

th"-wli.

SPECIAL ENGAGEMEN TS BEGIN MAY ·AND JUNE
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.5/6 To the Bear tha~ I.love: It was ~
of November, and Led Zeppelin was (is)
~od. The world was green as acid rain fell
softfy;~ we. thought'we 'were in Austria. Do
you remerpber7 So much haf Happened
is to my
as we've grown t0gether.
best friend, lover, and the Bestest Roomie
I could ever want. you fun thing (even if
you don't do dishes, you bum). Looking
forward to an unba-lievable summer, fall,
etc. All my love - The Bear.
0

(con tinu~d)

MGH Institute
of Health ,Professions
The academic unit of
Massachusetts General Hospital

Charlene, get psyched for a wicked
awesome Sigma Nu Pledge Oance.
Cocktails, Dancing, Roadtrip, 69 Mustang
Convertible. Hope you enjoy this
graduation present, because you're the
best. Best of luck in California and at U.
Maryland. I'll miss ya next year. Love, Jim.

Th•s

NOTE EARLY SUN. EVE. TIMES
The MGH Institute of Health Professions offers a one-year .
clinically-based interdisciplinary program for liberal arts
graduates leading to a

Graduate Certificate in
Social Work in Health Care

COPY OF THIS AD
(ADULTS) WORTH
THIS ATTRACTION

sua

For more information write or call:
MGH Institute of Health Professions
Bartlett 513
Massachusetts G~neral Hospital
Phone: (617) 726-8006
Boston, MA 02114

WOMEN'S CENTER
~ FILM SERIES ~

show~

All films
in the Carroll
Belknap Rm, MUB, at 7:30 pm
May 12 "The Willmar Eight"

Deals
with a banker's strike led by women, shown on
"60 Minutes" a few months ago:

Mary and Jim - CONGRATULATIONS!
We're so happy for you ... Mary-are you
ready for your wild bachelorette party77
Love, Holly and Lori.
Are you looking for a change? It's NOT
TOO LATE to get a space in the MiniDormsll They are small, spec_
ial interest
houses located in Area Ill. If you are
interested in the environment, wholistic
health, cross cultural living, foreign
languages. outdoor experiential learning
or the creative arts .. .call 2-2192, or 21875 M-F. 9-4 and leave a message for
Cindy!
Helen, Bruce, Phil, Subir, Betsy, and
Dennis: Thankx for a great yearll You
made it a terrific experience for mel Good
luck! Love you allll Garth.
Karen, Dawn, and Jane - Here's to:
oatmeal cookies at 2AM, "the guys",
popcorn w/lots of salt, pigeon mating,
jogger's high, TMPCFD, furry friends,
Rodney, study (7) breaks, parties, d-i-e-t-s,
and GRADUATION! Thanks for being the
best roomies and the best of friends I Love,
Sandy. P.S. Dawn your hair is flatl
Donna Wanna - To t_
h e girl who can now
drink 6 beers and still remain coherent.
Our freshman year has been awesome.
I'll never forget everything we've been
through together. (Actually, I'm still
remembering parts every now and then.}
We are the dynamic duo. Can't wait until
next semester - it's gonna be major
league! Love ya - Cliss.
To: K & J; D & R; especially WIMP: Hope
the world is great for all of you after May
24. K & J take care. D & R the best forever.
WIMP what can I say. L. J.Sigma Nu - Welcome to UNH Harry
Wilcott. We're proud to have you here to
help us celebrate our fifth year
anniversary.
Anne, Be psyched for an awesome
weekend. It's a great way to end a
semester. And a college career. T.S.
To Eric and Peter, (the "Sawyer
Troubadours")- 'Sanks, man, forthe NYC.
Acoustics were great, but drowned out
the " mumbling" at times. Oh.well. That's
life. How about a JB encore? - Your
Devoted Devine Fans (Can we have your
autographs? Please?)
Sigma Nu Pledges - May 9th is the
starting date for the real test brotherhood. Best of luck to you. Tootles,
Smitty.
Dave Beshara: Awesome job by an
awesome Little Brother I Let's go wild I T.T.
To the women in Scott 328 -This is THE
weekend. Get psyched for a wild time.
Friday night we will have a little primer, to
be announced later. Get keyed for there is
some serious quaffing of beers to _be done.
PEM & TSS.
14 Young Drive sucks without Jennifer
and Anne - until May . .. Mary, Karen,
Larry, Patty Moore, Susan-I'm headinghomel Grant, save me the best room for
June in the Dilly Houser R Chin.

llTERISHIPS AVAILABLE
funded by the

OFFICE OF STUDEllT ACTIVITIES

I
Stratham.Circle, Stratham,.
(on Rt 108)

----"-"

Two positions for the 1981-1982 academic
year:

MAJOR EUEITS llTERI
GAMES ROOM lllTERI
fine food & drink
These are PAID ·POSITIONS.
Experience and knowledge of events
desired.,

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE in the

Lunch 12:00-2:30 Dinner 5:30-9:30
Sunday- Brunch 12:30-3:00
Dinner 3:00-8:00

Student ·Activities/Programming
Office, Room 126, MUB, 8:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

"Make your Reservations
for Graduation Now"
(603) 778-1243

.
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1973 · VW Squareback, A-utomatTC:"
AM/FM, radial tires, new muffler and
battery, very little rust . $1100 or best
offer. 862-3320. 5/8.
1974 Plymouth Fury. Excellent Condition
- No rust. New battery and tires. Air cond.
One owner car. Only · 68,000 miles.
Asking $950. (or best offer) Call: 6596251 . 5/5
2 Bridgestone 165 x 13 steel radials, low
mileage 35.00 also 1 Pioneer SX- 737
stereo receiver 45 watts $80.00 Call 8681698 ask for Peter keep t~ying! 5/5
1972 Volks Super Beetle No rust. Rebuilt
engine. Many new parts. Call 742-8539
after 8. Keep trying . 5/ 5
1972 Ford Mustang- 157,000 miles, 20
mpg, 6'cylinder. B.O. Call Deb Birnie 8621837 or 868-9836. Leave message and
I'll get back in touch with you . 5/8
1971 V.W. Bug. Never abused, excellent
running condition. radials. heaters work.
Evenings call 679-8578.
For Sale: 1976 Toyota Corolla SR5. 5
speed Southern car, no rust or dents. very
clean, air conditioning, reclining bucket
seats, sports dash and dials, new radials,
recently turned, Priced to sell fastll
$2450.00 or B.O. Call 659-3524 or 6592054.
1972 Chevy Nova, Good condition 6cylinder, mags. fog lights, new tires. Call
659-5584 After 5.
1978 Toyota Corolla 5 speed. 45.000

miles. Excellent gas mileage. gray
w/black interior. Excellent condition!
Asking $3500 but willing to negotiate.
Contace Betsy at 772-9304 (work) or 4311258 (home).
FOR SALE: 1969 .VW Beetle. Excellent
tires, very good body and mechanical
condition. Easily passed inspection in
January 1981. 24-28 mpg, good radio,
many new parts. $950. Call 749-1488.
1975 Pontiac Lemans, runs like new, low
miles, power steering. power brakes, air
conditioning, rear defroster, new shocks
and radials. good gas mileage. Greqt buy
at $1500 or best offer. 749-4859 after 6
p.m. on weekdays.
1979 RENAULT LE CAR - 2 door
hatchback, 4 speed, 8-track, michelins,
18000 miles. $3650. Call 742-8618.
Renault 12, 1973. New Engine with less
than 10,000 miles body in excellent
condition. Asking1$1400.00, if interested
call 868-24~~.~~_k_ for_ ~~

I

~Apart_me_nts_f_or_Ren_t_l I•

Young married couple looking for summer
sub-let in Seacoast area. June 1st-Sept
1st - 1 or 2 bedrooms. Call Mark at 8681694. 5/12
In Dover, 4 bedrooms, living room: ·and
kitchen, centrally located near Kari-van.
$540 per month. Includes heat. Lease
required. No pets . Call 742- 7908
between 7 & 9 pm. 5/10
Durham Summer Sublet - spacious 2
bedroom apartment. kitchen living room
and built in bar. Convenient location - only
steps away from T-Hall and downtown.
22 Garrison Ave. (" The Ghetto") Rent is
reasonable and negotiable. Call Jon M . or
Jett G. at 868-9831 or 2-2397. 5/8
Summer Sublet- One female to fill a
double room in a 3 bedroom apartment,
located on the Oyster River, cool in
summer, quiet, large living room, kitch!'!_n,
bath, non-smokers, only 5 minute bike
from campus . $110/month . 868-5207
Cory, Pam, or Patty.5/ 8
For Rent: Large Duplex in Dover 5
bedroom, laundry, kitchen, dining room,
garden. Near Kari-Van route, pets o.k.For summer and school year 81-82
available June 1. $500/month call collect
evenings. 207-646-2249.
3 female roommates needed for summer
6 room house 1Vi miles from campus.
Reasonable Rent plus utilities For more
into. Call 868-1692.
HOUSE for rent: spacious, 4-bedroom,
unfurnished (but many built-ins),
contemporary, in quiet, wooded location
overlooking Oyster River. Within walking
distance of UNH campus. No pets. No
unmarried students. $625/mo.; 1 year
lease minimum. Contact: Wm. Bonnice,
49 Bancroft Tower Rd., Worcester, MA
01609 Phone 617-?54-3060.
For Rent: Webster House Summer Sublet.
Color T.V., Home Box Office, Cable, fully
furnished, kitchen, private bath, 3
minutes to campus. rent negotiable
(cheap!) What else can one ask for? Call
868-1725 or stc>p by apt. C-2.
Summer sublet in Portsmouth. Sunny
upper duplex in the South End. Beautiful.
Lg kitchen, living room, bedroom, small
2nd bedroom as study. Works for 2
people. $350 a . mo. plus elec. Garden.
June 1 - Sept. 1 (negotiable). Call Sarah
436-5589 (after 7 pm).
Summer sublet in Durham - 'The Coops"
- Available June 1-Aug 31 Up to 3 people.
Rent is negotiable. Call Cheryl, Cathy or
Jeni Alvera Mosca of Berlin, NH who likes
big noses. 868-9732.
WANTED: Two roommates. (2 males or 2
females) for apartment for first semester
(Sept.-Dec.) only. Located in Durham. Call
868-9608 ask for Vonny.

CLASSIFIED
Durham Summer Sublet. Individuals
must be HIGHLY RESPONSIBLE. 3 rm.
apt. Fully furnished 1 bdrm. Located in
Forest Park (behind Kingsbury). $150 per
month Utilities Included. From May 25August 29, 1981 Contact Mike at 8687276.
DURHAM - Summer sublet or fall
opening. Spacious 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, furnished. Rent. Neg. Call
J.D. 868-9922.
Somersworth Apts. Two-bedroom apt on
first floor. $275 monthly, includes heat.
hot water, cable TV, irtove, and
.refrigerator. Two-bedroom upstairs apt.
$325 monthly, includes heat, hotwater,
cable TV. stove and refrigerator, porch,
garage. No pets. References and security
deposit ·required. 207-676-9043 after 6
p.m.
Apartment for Rent. Dover, 7 rooms, 2
bathrooms, kitchen (unfurnished, ·except
for stove, refrigerator, table and chairs) on
K-van route. 5 boys, girls, $500/mo
includes heat. No pets. (fall option $600/mo.) Call 742-0738.
Webster House Summer Sublet, Durham.
2-bedroom. kitchen, livingroom,
completely furnished. Rent cheap and
negotiable. Call Now! Brad or Chad 8689883 Apt. C-20-C-22.
Wanted to rent in Durham (near campus):
garage/shed space for motorcycle
starting ASAP thru October. Please call
Claudie at 868-9791 eves.
Summer sublet: one bdr., liv. rm., kit., &
bath, fully furnished, just 4 miles from
UNH in Lee. Very accessible to
handicapped, ideal for one person or
couple. Rent is $160.00 with utilities.

a/c. Ca\\ 659-5904.

·

Dover: Three bedroom apartment to
sublet for summer (June - Aug.I We will
take a loss on the rent - must sublet now.
Take advantage of our desperation! Very
spaCious - on K-Van route . No fal option.
Carol/Ruth 742-6485. Call nowl
Summer Sublet, Durham Apt. "The
Coops" (right near Oyster River school) 5
spacious rooms, including 2 huge
bedrooms, & porch . Extremely
comfortable for 4, 425.00 mo. Contact
Cindy or Karen 868-5254. Pets allowed.
Parking available off street.
Summer Sublet in Durham 2-4 people.
Excellent location, negotiable price Call
Susi, Sara. or Jean 868-9833 or 2-1614.
Apartment available-summer sublet with
FALL OPTION. Two bedrooms for four
people, living room. kitchen, and
bathroom. Right on Main St. Durham. Call
868-1675 or drop by 19 Main St. Apt. 2,
Red Towers.
Summer sublet in very nice, very
inexpensive 2 B.R. apt., located 4 miles
from campus at Lee Circle. Own bedroom.
Female preferred. (one or two) clean, all
appliances, large living room, kitchen, .
backyard, etc. Call anytime at 868-7533.
Two people looking for spaces in
apartments in Durham for Fall (will
consider summer sublet) Call Laurie 8689765 or Joanne 868-9833.
For Rent- Summer sublet with Fall
Option. 2 bedroom apt .• plent of room for
three people, large living room, goodsized · kitchen, porch, on K-van route, .
$375/month, 22B Pearl St., Dover, Call
Jenny Hall or Donna Guisti at 742· 7003.
Apartment for Rent June-Aug
225/month utilities included 2 bedroom,
full kitchen and bath 4% tennis courts,
soccer field and ball field 868-2096 Abbie
or 868-7180 Phyllis.
Summer Sublet - for 3 people $87 /mo per
person utilities included, completely
furnished. 3 miles from campus. Laundry
across the street. Move in May 23 559 ..
6293.
Summer Sublet - Newmarket Two
bedroom Apt. in Country setting. Lots of
sun . Rent is $225 per month plus
electricity. Possible lease Call· evenings.
' 659-6217
Roommate wanted for 2 bedroom duplex
in Greenland, 5 minutes from Prtsmouth.
Share $325 rent, includes utilities. No
lease required. Plenty of space. Phone
·
Rich at 436-4032.
Downtown Durham Summer Sublet.
Main St., across from Post Office. Rent
reasonable and negotiable. 1 female
wanted. Please call Jeanine at 2-2376 or
868-9822.
FOR RENT: Downtown Portsmouth near
the Federal Building on Penhallow St. A 1
bedroom unfurhished apartment plus
kitchen and living room. Stove and
refrigerator included. $250.00 month, no
utilities. Ideal for 2 persons. Call 7425325 after 4 o'clock.
Studio Efficiency, 1 person (female), Rte
155, 5 corners Lee $140 total/ month, no
lease or pets. Available June 1st or July
.-1st. 868-7054/Simon, Peter.

II HJ

__
He-lp-Wa-nt_ed_
·

YOUTH WORKER - Permanent part-time
position at Gosling Meadows
Neighborhood Center, Portsmouth .
serving youths ages 8-17. Call Diane
Delisle, Tues . Weds . Thurs. 1 :30 to 8:30.
431-1466. 5/ 5
WANTED: 19" color TV wanted. Call 8682884 ·u~ .' 868-9608 Room 110 Hong.
Wanted: Small roomsize refrigerator-Call
Carrie 862-2483 or 778-1633.

or

WANTE .D : Summer Day Camp
Counselors to supervise Youth Activities
at the Pine Island 4-H Outdoor Education
. Center. College Work-Study Eligibility
preferred. For more information contace
Frank Mitchell at the Pine Island 4-H
Center, 2849 Brown Ave., Manchester,
NH 03103. Telephone 627-3693.
SUMMER JOB OPENINGS for WorkStudy students at the UNH Dairy Bar. Now
hiring waitresses and cooks. We will train
you . Apply to Dairy Bar Manager at
Railroad Station across from Field House
or call 862-1006.
Position open. Need office help at DCE .
30-32 hours. Contact Nancy Hamer at
862-2015.

TYPING- Retire secretary. ·Experienced in
all types of term papers. Proficient in ·
spelling, _ grammar, punctuation, etc.
Located walking distance to campus.
Reasonable rates . Prompt service. Call
Anita - 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham.
5/ 8
Psy.chic Readings/Life Purpose
Counseling. Call Suzanne, 868-5932.
5/8.
SoONDWORKS: Soundtrack production
done for audio::Visual, video.film. Also
recording of demos. auditions. master
tapes. Fifteen years in audio; low
overhead; appropriate technology; quality
for less. Fred Portnoy, PO Box 141,
Dover.NH 03820; 742-0263. 5/8

TI'P~NG b'I UNH 'secretar'I. Fast, accurate,
neat. College grad. Experience in typing
term papers, theses, manuscripts,
resumes. Reasonable rates . Call Shauna
at 2-2291.

1978 Suzi 550GS Just over 10,000 miles
Ex. Condition. $15,000 Call 659-6117
Ask for Trip. 5 / 5.
FOR SALE: Honda CB 360 T Engine
Rebuilt, All NEW parts, New Tires, Padded
Sissy and Safety bar. $900.00 or B.O. Call
John in 322, at 2-1637 or 868-9715. 5/ 8.
1971 VW Westphalia camper. Sleeps 5.
Pop top . Wide rear seat. Tent cassette
deck, snows. Original paint. New muffler,
battery. Strong engine. Minor rust .
Original owner. Well maintained. $2500.
868-2156. 5/ 8
; ·976 Kawasaki KZ 400, t:xceuent
Running Condition, new tires. $750 7493420. 5/5
1978 Suzuk i GS- 750 EC, Black ,
windjammer SS fairing & lowers, Jensen
AM-FM-cassette. alloy wheels. digital
clock, custom seat. 4-coaxial spkrs, much
more. Perfect condition . I must sell . No
reasonable offer refused . Call David,
Evenings at 868-1636 or write : 140
Madbury rd No. 10, Durham 13824. 5/ 8
1~78 Honda CB-400T ·Good condition
· Sissy bar, luggage rack, crash bar with
foot pegs. $1000.00 Call Denis, 7427088. 5/ 5
FOR SALE: Skis - Fischer 175 cm, Good
beginner, Adv. beginner ski. Would like to
sell so I don't have to drag them home.
' $30- 868-1344.
Camera for sale: Minolta XG 1 with 45 mm
lens and case; also includes a vivitar .273
flash . Everything in excellent condition .
Must sell, price negotiable. Call 2-1137 or
868-9816 . Ask for Kurt .
For Sale. KZ 750 Kawasaki . 1979. New
tires. New sprockets and chain. Sissy bar
and Luggage rack. $'1 700. Call at work
772-9304 anytime. Ask for Vinny in
CAD/CAM . Leave name and number.
COMICS FOR SALE: ... over 4000 Marvel
and D.C. comics. Most are in very gopd or
better condition. Many collectors itemsl
All make excellent reading! Must sell to
help pay for car. Lowest prices I Call Greg
at 2-1653 or 868-9803 for more info.
Honda CB 350, 1973, just tuned up, new
front tire, ready to go. $550 or B.O. 8687054. Simon.
Motorcycle: Honday 200 CB 1975. Elec.
Start, new tires, excellent cond. 60 Mpg,
Great get around. $500 Call David 8689620.
CUSTOM 10 SPEED BIKE - Quality
French lightweight 21 inch frame .
Excellent condition. $120.00 for quick
sale. Call 868-2862. ·
MOVING. MUST SEL[ EVERYTHING.
Bed, Sofa/sleeper. colort.v .• Pioneer hifi,
iron, typewriter, popcl:>rn popper, toaster
oven, flatware, dinnerware tables, lots
more. Call 868-1224 anytime.
For Sale: Hondo II electric guitar with case
and Ram amplifier - asking $180.00, must
sell. Call Mike. rm. 321. 2-1665.
For Sale: Head Vilas Tennis Racquet, with
Victor Imperial Gut strings. Used only
about a half dozen times, in mint
condition. Grip 41hl. $60. 868-1821.
Camera for sale: Minolta X61 with 45mm.
lens and case; also includes a vivatar 273
flash. Everything in excellent condition.
Must sell, price negotiable. Call 2-1137 or
868-9816 ask for Kurt.
For Sale: Dorm size couch for sate
excellent condition. Brand new this year
must go soon. Best offer and more info.
Contact Lisa or Margo at 862-1517 or
868-9753.

MUST SELL: Bl Benturi Speakers.
technics turntable Sl-23, Twin bed,
folding table (great for kitchens). Prices
Negotiable. Call Jane 659-6244 .

lpft and
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Grey blazers switched by accidenfat SAE,..
Thursday, April 30. I have yours and you
have minel Call Karen at 862-1655.
FOUND in front of Ham. Smith Crosswalk.
Gold Ring. four stones. Must describe.
Call 868-1676.
FOUND: woman's gold watch, found in
the vicinity of the New England Center.
Identify it and it's yours. Call Sheila 8689813 (862-1133) rm . 230.
LOST- small gold chain bracelet lost last
week. Reward. Please call if you've found ·
it. it is irreplaceable. 868-1676. 5/8
My bike was taken from 36 Young Drive
Saturday night. It's a dark green CCM ten
speed. I really need it, so if anyone knows
where it is, please return it, or call 8681676 and I'll pick it up- no questions
asked. 5/8
LOST: Gold ID bracelet. Sentimental
value, reward. Call Cindie 868-1677. 5/8

]~

-Pers-onals____

Jeff- Had a great time at dinner Wed.
night. I will try to match your gourmet
style cooking Sunday night-OK? How
does 7:30 sound? See you then and have
a fun weekend! Pam
R.R.- Here's your personal- at long last!
When I'm in Ohio, I'll write, OK? No,
really, it's been a great 3 years- how about
3 more? Have a nice day! Love, me.
Helzebub, You're the bestest roomy in the
whole wide world. We've shared so many
good times for the past two semesters. I
couldn't have done it without ya! Thanks
to you my dressing room is no longer in
the corner, my Riunite bottles are a little
emptier, and my arrebas have a place for
dumping (though lately I've handled my
own rather well I) Thanks for listening to
my singing, my papers, my joys, my
woes .. and don't forget the pelvic moves,
the midnight popcorn, the bomar club,
scragging, and that chicken cordon
nothing you still owe me. But most of all
don't forget mel Love, Bethy boogs P.S.
How are you going to borrow my maroon
pants next year?
Maura Buckets: Senior "star", president
of our rioble sorority, resident of the 2nd
floor for 4 years, and my neighbor- Best of
luck in the future. I expect to see your
name in lights soon. ' Wild Wanton
Woman makes the big time." Lots of loveLili
Kermit, Eule Gibbons & Henriette! To the
bestest roommate and friend in the whole
world! Sharing times and laughs with you
has been great. Last weekend was so fun .
Did you ever get the watermelon out of
your nose?? Well anyway, I'll always
remember the acorn people, rotating,
frogs, bus, poopy wads, space duck,
Kawasaki, REO, Rob, Jesus Christtt,
crunky days, woof wow bow, steam bath,
red sox games, wash cloth fights, JT,
handstands etc .. . I'm really going to miss
you this summer. I'll be down to visit! As
the song goes .. .you've got a friend - I love
you! Kim & Eugene!
Hey Wadneyl (Kenny) I love you I Stick that
in your back pocket and absorb itll Kim.
AUDITIONS for all men interested in
singing w ith t he " New Hampshire
Gentlemen" will be held Monday May 11
- Grafton Rm . MUB at 8 pm. Be prepared
to sing a select ion of your choice A
cappella - All men are encouraged to
come and audition!
To the graduating sen iors at UNH : Thank
you for being so good to me on campus,
and I'm going to miss you all after you
leave. And I love every one of you . Howie.
To the members of 2A Williamson : It's
been one helluva great year. You guys
have been excellent. Good Luck to you all!
Dennis & Mike , Official Nubian
Ambassadors.
Donna-We made itl No more E.T., M .H. ,
Theory or Brass! Thanks for all the good
times. Bottoms up to EFS, and all the rest
who have crawled out of the woodwork
this semester. Beware of Granola Bars
and Red Wine! Love, Marci .
To the "fugly" whose picture is next to
wimpy in the dictionary - I know who
wrote dink on my oink so BEWARE ... !
Furthermore. your socks have infested
our entire room. P.S. I still owe you one at
Kallzl The wenches roommate.
Laurie and Lisa - Happy Graduation!
Remember the great times we had .. .
Senior Banquet, Sales class (whenever
you 2 showed upl), orals, and King Tut and
his chopper(s). Hope you buckaroos have
fun in Calif. (you 2 are always the first to
have fun!) Guess whol
To my "family" at M.R.H. - Thanks for
making this a TERRIFIC last semester for
me. You guys are the greatest! Hope you
have a great year next year. GOQCI luck on
finals! Take care .. . Ellen.
'

To the 4th - Thanx for the memories.:.
Beers and Bongs to youl. Remember
Bohemians. College Woods. Young Dr .•
ETC ... I love you all lots! Bye, Carol.
4th' floor: You guys are the greatest I will
never forget .. .anyone or anything.
Thanks. Take care over the summer and
forever Love always, just me.

Coming in September! The Grand
opening of the CCAP's new headquarters I
That's right-two new locations, for your
convenience and to serve you better,
located in the Dover metropolitan area,
and the luscious suburb of Durham. Yes,
Fairchild was even to abyssmal for the
CCAP. Our first 100 customers will
receive two Primitive Buildog Ants (of
opposite sex). so you can start your own
bulldog ant farm in the area of abyssmia,
. where they best thrive. (Previously seen
only on late-night HBO).
This is the farewell forever personal from
Lois Lane (just Scriz for those of you who
did not know me when ... ) An especially
fond one to ALL the production etc. people
(old and new) at the NH who made getting
no sleep this semester not quite so bad.
And to the very special Thursday WUNH
news team--we're great, what can we
say? Thank you Joe andbave. for making
my Fridays start out right (and ot course.
Maryanne ... ) Oh--can't leave out Pudge E.
Bunny. Ever-faithful, always there~-he'd
never forgive me. And to those of you who
did know me when, especially a certain
ELF that seems to have known me
forever, you all know how I feel. Thanks
for everything ... here's looking at you, kid.
Cornelius Minimus Schortz (Corny for
short-literaly) of the Shrimpoleus Legeas
• Division: Yes, you, too can be the proud
owner of your own primitive bulldog ant
Farm! Trivia : Did you know that
chocolate-covered bulldog ants timulate
leg growth?? The CCAP, upon inspection
of your formerly environmentally stressed
habitat will even present you with a
supply of liquid chocolate! Best regards The CCAP.
JPM-hefe's your personal. Good \~k \n
Sunny CA. Congratulations on your job.
Be good on the Beach, and if you can't be
good, be good at it. Love ya, Your C.B.,
SEM.
Greg Brown: Your face is shaped like an
egg I
To Trish, Thanks for one and a half years
of friendship and memories! I love yahave a super summer-Good luck on Stoke
1st-ALONE-Love, Deb.
Tom of Alexander: Corifucious say:
Beware. Lukas Grasshopper, of the trash
can I
Lee Ann-Up With People, and up
Friendship. Happy Belated B-Day. Here's
to Coors, Skinny-Dippin' and the Colorado
River. I will miss you. Keep in touch. 4ever, "Susan " .
To the chicks in Huddleston: Your eyes
look really shitty tonight-did you try
something different??
AZ sister, Mom Spaulding, and Mrs. True:
Thank you for your love and friendship,
laughter and tears, and mostly, helping
me grow. I'll miss you, but I am looking
forward to the future, and having you in it.
Take Care. S. Loofa M .
Well, Janne, what can be said about the
most obnoxious person? Not much.
MA, my wild roomie, have a great
summer. SHANNA, you pretty Girl, be
good. W Squared wants your bOdy. Take
Care. CINDY, Congrats. Atlanta or Bust.
I'll miss you women and our awesomely
clean room.
Help build Campus Gay Awareness into a
strong active student organization. Many
people are graduatin9 and leaving and we
need people to carry it on for the future.
Come to an organizational meeting to
.plan for next fall. New members and any
interested persons are very welcome .
The meeting will be held THURSDAY May.
7, 7:00 -8 :00 p.m. in Ham -Smith 225 .
Come get involved and help make UNH a
better place. Open to all men and women,
gay and stra ight. Sponsored by Campus
Gay Awareness .
5/ 5
CALIFORNIA - Interested in going? I'm.
leaving the end of June and need one or
·two riders . If interested, please contact
Dick in 209 Englehart. 868-9827 or L 1582. 5/ 8.
I have continuously called Gary and Dave
about their personal seeking a female
stripper. There's never an answer. Well, if
these guys are so damned desperate for a
stripper, you'd think they'd stick around
their phone. Several of my business
partners are so frustrated with their jobs,
(there aren't many offers around here for
good strippers), they've decided to change
fields. 0!1e will become a .Volkswagon
mechanic. the other will open an
answering service. So, I suggest Gary and
Dave invest in a good telephone voice to
secure the UNH strippers. That way,
maybe they'll get what they're asking for.
By the way, I am still availa!>le.
The "movie week-end" at the FRANKLIN
BALLROOM this week is Mary Tyler
Moore in the classic film ORDINARY
PEOPLE. Two shows, nightly 7:30 & 9:30.
Come relax with your favorite beverage to
a movie night at the FRANKLIN.
On Saturday, May 16, 1981. the
Children's Workshop is sponsoring a 10
kilometer Fun Run around Swain's Lake
in Barrington. Registration will begin at
10:30 am - the race will begin at 12:00
noon. The cost of registration is $4.00per
adult - early registration by mail - $6.00
per adult day of race. Children under 12
can register at half price. All ages are
invited to participate. Prizes will be
awarded to the top finishers in each
division and the overall male and female
finishers. Registration forms are available
locally - look for our posters - or by calling
the Children's Workshop - 868-2920.
This event is co-sponsored by Applied
Systems. Inc. of Barrington.
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(continued)
Have a good summer but don't forget that
the FRANKLIN BALLROOM never closes.
So wherever you are. plan to visit the
FRANKLIN over the summer. Movies
every Sunday thru Wednesday and
dancing every Thursday thru Saturday.
ATTENTION SIGMA NU: Alfano-learn to
give shorter reports; Aliber-get a job;
Henry-How do you say "I'd rather be
Jewish" in rus.sian?; Spanky-When is the
Greek pledge dance?; Jay-Can you
Pittsburgh scoop in Bedford?; Br.andessuch a superb paper deliverer; Burnettkeep Shirley, she can hoola-hoop; ButterB e serious!; Bernie-academics,
academics, academics; Cooney-4 Main
Street, Ya Ya!; Frank-you can take your
slide show and . . .; Ralph-quite the big
brother; Kevin-the best of luck in Ohio;
Dwight-hope we need your architectural
skills some day; Farnham-take a
communication course; Bert-I took
everything out of the office, so there!;
Craig-great computer work; Jerry-my first
victim!; Rich-keep singing your way
around; Tex-hope you enjoyed being
normal again; Barry-I love 39 Madbury;
Phil-leaving us any records?; Kerkhoffwhat are your office hours next
semester?; Mark-good to have you back;
Lambear-another Jew Never hurt;
Adrian-keep practicing that accent, we
won't tell!; Mitchell-as far as big bros go,
you got gipped; Frank-thanks for filling in;
Rob-to many more happy hours with ya;
Mike-You're my little brother and I'm •
damn glad!; Perry-Yous guys are just
jealous; Gary-the best in bookkeE1ping,
thanks; Greg-stop studying; Alex-Hey big
guy!; Rodgers-when does the season
start?; Pete-volleyball is a joy; Shectergrow up; Todd-You might not be a
freshman next year but you'll still be from
Minnesota I; Steve-fifteen year olds, now
really; Jonathan-of all the townie art
majors I know, I like you best of all; Tim-I'll
share left field with you anytime; Dennistome day we will agree; Thorpe-send me
on a trip!; TT-here's to wait-ons; *Sandy-I
only like you because of Claire!; Jeff-I'm
not even going to try to persuade you to
stay; Zampieri-you might ever beat me in
tennis!; Dave-I never said a word to her;
Bill-MUB rats unite; Jim-I'll find that
song; Roy-call me when you need me;
John-2221221. glad to see it rub off;
Dave-try swimming in the shallow end!
TO YOU ALL. it's been a great semester.
We deserve the best of times this
weekend. No doubt we'll have it. Have
great and safe summers and be prepared
to go the limit in the fall ... we're there! Is.
this not totally obnewish? *Eric-frisbees
are preppy. DSR/106.
Jim Lee-you've done it-get ready for the
weekend. The best is come to yet. Sandy.
Sigma Nu - Brothers, we've gone 5 years
with honor, let's go 50 more.

WOODRUFF-Thanks for the laughs, the
water fights, the 3 hr. dorm meetings, the
parties, workshops, speakers, howling at
the moon at midnight, and rampant verbal
abuse. But most of all thanks for all of the
people. E.H. you're the best knitting
instructor even if your laugh calls in the
whales; R.K. don 't let the d.d. keep you
from eating 2 large pepperoni pizzas
again; K.P . I'm sorry about the
mushrooms, see you in Australia; T.G.
look after the little green men; M.C. climb
every mountain 'til you find your dream;
C.C. I'd like to ride when you make your
"flying machine". Take care all you pine
cones who proudly call yourselves
Woodruffites. I'm counting on our paths
crossing in the future . Love, J .B.
Sue M.-To the best big sister anyone
could ever want . I'm so lucky! I had a grea~
time pledging this semester. Thank you .
I'm sure going to miss you next year! Love
a "new AZ sister", Susie.
Rhonda-Happy Birthday schnookie! It's
been a great semester and you've helped
make it so great! Out trip to Florida was a
blast! I'll never forget spring break '81
with you and K. Hope you have an
excellent day! Love always, Susie.
A-Hope you've finally realized that you·~e
not "such a jerk!" Have a terrific time this
weekend, you deserve it!!-Love, K.
Hi Now! I'll miss you, Al. Than~s for all of
the great times. I'll never forget this year you really helped me pull through . Co!11e
visit in Wisconsin - you'll need to bring
your mitt-ens, NOW, THO! Hope you have
a terrific summer.
A.E.D.-friendship: mooching t.v.'s, racing
MGB's against busses, smushing Blistex,
nifty tempers during paper writing times,
movies, tennis, strawberry daiquiris, a
little tears and a lot of laughs. I'll really
miss you next year. Hope it's a good one
for ya! Love, E.
To my Alma Prep-All I can say is thank
you. Thanks for, putting up wit~ my mess,
drawings, moods, and late night psych
sessions. It wouldn't have been nearly as
great without Sally, Ruthy Baby, Jorge,
Carly, Jackson and mostly YOU! You're
the best! Love, Susi.
Allo N.S.L.! You women are the greatest.
I'll miss you so much. You've been the
best friends and smut talkers anyone
could have. L&N-Happy Graduation!
Saan-Hang in there. Good luc.k next
semester. Take care. Love, Allon .
Joanne-To the best big sis ever! It's been
a great semester-thanks so much! I'll
miss you lots! Love ya, Robin.
To Percy: "The Peenless Wonder", your
fight song really turns me on- "Perthy;
Perthy-Meow, Meow, Meow-Perthy
Perthy Perthy." I love the way you shoot
blanks! The Pig From Goffstown.
Susie K.-1 went to see your play last
Friday. Good job, congratulations . That
part was a lot different from Mrs. Paroo.
Good luck with any others you're in .
Laurel B. From M-K. NMH .

PEAKBAGGERS! Y'all don't forget our
·AWESOME reunion tonight at T.P, This
cosmic-experience will start at 7:00·p.m.
Bring your gorp and gators and I'll bring
Fried Brains. How's your knee Sharon?
My feet are SO FINE! Blistered.
EVERYONE will be there, don't miss it!! Pi
Kappa Alpha's Open Party, Fri . & Sat ..
Food, Refreshments, Happy Hours &
Specials.
Bastard, When you leave, remember to
take the memories with you: tears.
laughter, jealousy & love. Breakfast in
bed, champagne, flowers, quilts, Rye
Beach "pals", Scorpion Bowls, and the
nightly question & answer session. But
most importantly, remember me! I love
you, Sunshine.
Jon, It's as hard for me to believe you're
graduating as it is for you to believe. I
know I'll miss you more than anyone else.
we 've shared so much this semester, and
you've made me so happy. Let's keep it
that way. Get psyched for this weekend.
Love always, Susan.
YABBA DABBA DOO! Welcome home
Pebbles! Get ready for a great weekend of
language labs and music from the
squeezebox! I missed you tanto! I love
you!!! Ken.
THE BEST PARTY of the semester is this
weekend, Fri. & Sat. night at where else?
Pi Kappa Alpha.
Christine-This one is for you kid. To the
best possible roommate I could ever have!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! I love ya . Donna.
To: Beth M. and Karen P. Nice legs Beth,
but Karen thinks .hers are better. She's
wrong . Tell Terry "Hi". Had a greattime in
Phil. Class with you both. Don't ever stop
partying. T.D.
UNH STUDENTS -- Pi Kappa Alpha invites
you to our Springfest Fri. and Sat. nights,
4 a.m.-1 p.m. Refreshments and Happy
Hours.
JH-my favorite graduating senior .
Budweiser, Scarps and the Celtics. Cat
Nip and one too many Black Russians. A
midnight walk to Karl's & a Kari -van to
Portsmouth at 11 :05. I'll miss you kid ..
.Love, M.
HETZEL THIRD WILD WOMEN : Karen,
Kim, Jody, Suzi, Sara. Jean & Amy. Thanx
for making this the best semester yet.
We've got to have one more bag of M&M's
for the road! And many summer reunions
to come . I'll miss you guys. Love, the CalifBound Kid.
MONKO. DUMONT & LIL'BRY: Hetzel
won't be the same without your hall
hockey & H20 fights. Don 't forget me
when you have your weekly keg parties!
Love, Marge.
To: Coll, PCAC, Betheena, the wild chicks
in 102 and all of Randall 1st-It's been a
terrific semester and a wild year! Take
care all, we're going to miss you; the J.
Browne porn parties, dining with Mrs.
Huddleston, being honest and hum drum,
Oreos, G.H.. and war stories over
brunch!!! Good Luck and Love. 106.

"SUMMER" is around the corner,
, celebrate at PIKE's OPEN PARTY tonite
. and tomorrow night, 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
Anthony, Tom, Jeff. Jim & Cath, How ya
doing? Miss all you guys. See ya in May.
Wes.
HAPPY HOUR 4-6. today and tomorrow at
Pi Kappa Alpha. Two for the price of one.
Don't miss it.
From Fort Lauderdale to San Francisco
the long way! We send you all our love
from China! Semester at Sea . Ron Chin,
Mary Sheehan, Debbie Miller, JoAnn
Stemmerman. Liz Nicholson. Laurie
Tremblay, Wes Waugh, Robin Urda.
Jennifer Lane, Anne Hadley, Anne
Spencer, Donna Mallon. Sue Hartwell,
The Longs.
Hey Grace and Charlie, now that you are
20 years old, I'll meet you tonight at the
FRANKLIN BALLROOM for a fun night of
dancing. I'll be there early for a good table
so it's the FRANKLIN BALLROOM tonight
at 8 o'clock.
Lizard-shit, Grandma Stall Snoozer, Miss
"Boobs " , Mother " M . ", Miss "Gag-Me",
Jud Board Duo, Lorna -Doon, Sueba, and
the added third on the top bunk - well,
we've made it thru the year! From the first
day jitters to the "confidence" of the
mysterious third platter, and all the funfilled in betweens ... from the late night
Halloween Party ( 10:00??) to the two
"excellently prepared" semi-formals from hop-skips with licorice to simple
beers - from your kiss is on my list to sorry,
I didn't see you standing there. We've had
them all - the happy times and sad times,
the wild times and quiet times. Our first
floor was "the best " and the memories
will last forever . I'll miss you all but the
summer is no excuse for not keeping in
touch . Thanks for the great year. Sparrow
T.
Brian (Studly) K. - Now that you're
graduating who will kiss my inner thi~hs
at parties, who can I have rank fights with,
who else can do Venus like you .. .oh sex
god. Love, El.
Mike (La Machine) M .-From the slopes to
sheets I desire you oh sex god. Who'll take
baths with me after you graduate? Stay
sobray. Love, El.
DANDY MOO-It's been a great year. Sure
will miss you!! Best of luck with Stouffers,
I'm sure they'll never be the same. Love.
Toes.
Romantic Poetry for the World's Greatest
JUGGLER : Dear Mark. thanks for all the
gimlets and fun, I'll think of you while I'm
in the sun, Hampton Beach this summer.
Then San Diego. what a bummer, I'll be
deprived of seeing you; Until 1982. Love,
Holly.
To Kevin, Kathy, Laui:ie, Beth, Debi, Mary,
Anna, Helen, Lisa, Ginny, Grace, Kerry,
Tanya, Lynda, Debbie, Glo, Brenda,
Nancy, Marianne. Huey, Laurie, Karen,
Sue, Val, Tara, Marie, Robin, April,
Carole, Cool-Aid-ites Jerry, Chris, Ann,
Robin, Diane, etc. and . . .Mom & Dad,
Thank-you for COLLEGE! Love, Karen '81.

· Winners of .the ·P.h i ,Mu Raffle are: ht
prize, Cindy Gormley; 2nd pdze, ~red
Milisci; & 3rd prize, Jo Guido .
Congratulations to the winners & thanks
to all who helped make the raffle a
success.
Q-T-Pie, Thanks for a great trip to Virginia
and for making my 22nd birthday really
special. I love you immeasurably. Just
think, only 16 days left! Love always, Dooflock.
R.E.S. Congratulations! You survived 4
years of diligent work and study. Tonight
let's celebnte at Bailey 's. Love and
kisses, M .E.U.
Patti K.-Thank ynu so much for helping
me get throug,1 pledgi~g . ~ know w_e
weren't exactly the best B1b-S1s, L1ttle-S1s
team in the house. but I had so much fun
doing the things we did do. I'm really
going to miss you next year! Love, Kyle.
Devine~th! What can I say? It's almost
OV\:!r. lt's"been a really good year for me
and it's all because of you guys. You made
my job easy. I'm gonna miss you all - you
better come visit me next year! It's
impossible to say everything I'd like to in
the little space available, so· take care of
yourselves. good luck with finals, and
have a great summer . Congrats and good
luck to all the seniors! Love you all. Alison.
Hey my little PLEASURE BEAR .. .here's
your personal - finally! Anyway, I wuv
woo!! Catch ya in my dreams. 'Panky.
ROCKINGHAM PARK: Come hear what
it's all about. All ai:e invited to a
symposium to be held Monday, M.ay _11 at
7:30 in the Strafford Room . Adm1ss1on 1s
free.
HI NOW! Here's to the best Hall Director
that River Falls, Wisconsin ever saw! We
all knew you could do it. See? Even
weasels can make it big! It must have
been your T-Hall education? I'm gonna
miss you next year, Rona. Where will I get
my scoops? Let's not let distance make a
difference. okay? I don 't know what I'll do
without you. Keep in touch . Bye now!
Your tennis partner.
PSUEDO BEANS AND DOCTOR: Hope
you're ready for this weekend's field trip.
Don't forget your books. T.T. and Butter .
P.S. Maybe we could sneak a drink!
SHL, Let's go nuts this weekend II I'm sure
all will be great. Get psyched!! Love, Jo(I.
P.S. Theta, Get Psyched I I
CARMEL MARIE MICHELLE ARCHAMBAULT (My future wife) - I'm sorry. I lost
your number. I tried the white pages
(under "B" for beautiful), I tried the yellow
pages (under the white pages). I tried the
bathroom walls, and I tried work. I can't
find it. I asked God for it. He said He was
saving you for Himself. Can you call me
today so we can go out this weekend?
To: Plex, Mip, T.J .. and Mama Leona: The
chicken was overdone, but what the hell,
who's going to remember? Half a bushel
of clams and many good memories are all
we'll have left. But they'll be around for
years (espeically the clams). Many thanks
are 'herd' from the Stoke 5 girls.

----PI KAPPA ALPHk...........

The Divisiqn of Continuing
Edu.cation Offers:

"SPRINGFEST"
I

CAREER OPTION
MINORS

Friday & Saturday, May· 8th & 9th
4:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
5 Strafford Ave-Behind Stoke

Available in:
13ANKING
CRIMIN.AL JUSTICE
~EAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
tIBRARY SCIENCE MANAGEMENT
MERCHANDISING

*Happy Hour! Both nights: 4-6 p.m.
Two for the price of one!
•

*Music

*Food

ertlS

#JlefreshJl'l
*Positit'e ID Required
Must be 20 to attend

Supplement your major with a Career Option Minor
Develop job skills for your resume
Broaden your job opportunities
Participate in a Field Experience

Tickets must he purchased 'in advance
for $1.00 from the house or any brother

VERRETTE HOUSE
ROOM

Auch Bauer Hunter :J3 l

208, (ACROSS FROM STOKE HALL)
I'

.862-1184

,

'

Jeff Feenstra Will. 233
Kevin Sullivan X-sen. 411
·Dave Cadorette Alex. 2 14

Jim Carrol Hudd. :-J05
Dean . Morrow Stoke 835
Bud Morin ~ongreve. , :~--1·
Walt Andrews Gibbs I 03
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UNH athletics: A five-year perspective
This is it My last story for The New Hampshire
and as an undergraduate. In just 16 short days I will
be officially thrown out into the cold cruel world of
. unemployment.
I've spent five years (yes the extended academic
five-year plan) in all working for this paper and
covering the UNH athletic world. In that time I've
learned, seen, and kept quiet about some of the
doings in athletics and realize that there too is a less
than brilliant side to sport, but that holds true in
most everything we will encounter sooner or later.
But the times of my life, the most remarkable
times I've spent as a student have been either on a
Timberlane bus to Hamilton, NY for a hockey
game, or a van to Northeastern for a basketball
game in their tiny noisy bandbox of an arena.
The most remarkable thing though, the one thing
that stands out head and shoulders above the entire
spectrum, has been the closeness of the entire
coaching staff and administration in BOTH the
men's and women's athletic departments. In a
school that some people feel is too large with a
10,000 plus change student body, I have never once
felt like .a number and neither have the athletes felt
worshipped or praised from ivory offices they
would never see.
It has been quite a common sight to see high
adminstrators congratulate the various Wildcat
teams after victory and defeat. The support is one
hundred percent.

The people in the Field House have also been a
stronghold and somewhat a small family which
interacts every day and gets everything done. But
inside you find a personable Andy Mooradian, not
an AD in a multi-room office that can't be reached
.after 19 calls left during a three day span in which
"he just stepped out." We lost the smile of a"long
time fixture at UNH in trainer Dwight Aultman,
but it is his personality that those who met him and
knew him will remember:Just another feather in
UN H's cap and something for the people who work
here.
That's what I'll miss, the people at UNH and their
genuine interest in students as people.
And in retrospect, here are the most memorable
. moments in my UNH career as student scribe and
assistant in the sports information office with Bill
Knight and Mike Bruckner, to whom I owe many
thanks.
I )The 3-2 win over Dartmouth College in Boston
Garden for the ECAC Championship before a full
house. Charlie Holt also showed emotion in the
lqcker room for the first time in a while.
2)Bobby Gould smiling holding the puck in a
corner of the dressing room while Bruce Crowder
cried non-stop in jubilation and MVP Greg Moffett
sat still in amazemen1 of the whole thing, while the
rest of the team asked what the correct "ECAC
Championship Team time" was to· set their first
place watches to.

~III~?By _C hris Russell.[llllIIlIIIlil~lllllI~lIIIIII~~:

3)Keith Dickson laying in a down, the key drive to
beat UMass in the Cage.
4)Bill Burnham running all fall long and having
his jersey retired,after winning two consecutive
Yankee Conference crowns .
5)Getting lost in Detroit while returning from the
old Detroit Olympia from the first playoff game
and putting 210 miles on the rental car.
6)Remembering the P}!Ck bouncing over Frank
Roy's stick with an open net in front that would
have tied the score in Detroit.
7)Guy Stearn's race around the Paul Sweet Oval in
a last minute entry to beat UMass in winter action.
Gary Crossan and Mark Berman striding through
the college woods ef~ortlessly during their hey-days.
8)The three point loss to UConn this year in hoop
that scared the 20th ranked Huskies and coachDon
Perno.
9)Bob McNally's pin in the last match of the
night to lead UNH in a come-from-behind win
, against Harvard 21-20.
lO)The soccer team playing relentlessly against
Rhode Island to beat them 2-1 in Kingston for their
first ever Yankee Conference crown.
But it is the human element that makes UNH
such a great place to be. One that I'll never forget
and always speak highly of. ,

·····t-dW. •{#@,, .

UNH lacrosse
needs an Md.
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"ONE, 1WO, THREE, FOUR, WE WANT
MORE!" the capacity crowd roared.r The goalie
adjusted his shoulder pads and returned to the
crease. All attention was on the two centers
ready for the faceoff.
Sounds like another night at Snively Arena,
right? Wrong. This is spring, not winter. There's
helmets, sticks and gloves, but no skates. There
isn't any ice. This isn't even Durham - it's
Baltimore.
Baltimore? Then this must be lacrosse.
As any lacrosse enthusiast knows, Baltimore,
Maryland is the home of John Hopkins
University, where the school's lacrosse team, the
Fighting Blue Jays have won the national
championship for the pas!_ three years in a row.
When I went to Baltimore last weekend, I
expected to visit my buddy Pat, and take in an
Orioles game. What I didn't expect was to go to a
Blue Jay lacrosse game and _see 5,250 screaming
fans rooting for a team of 10 men swinging
overgrown vegetable strainers on a Saturday .
afternoon.
Two co-eds waved a banner that said,
·"HOPKINS LAX IS THE MAX!" Wh
at the heck ·
does that mean? I was skeptical from the start
and paying three bucks to get in didn't help
much, either. But, after a while, I calmed down.
Pat, who is a student atJ.H.U., explained to me
h ow th e sch ool has had a lacrosse team since
1888 and that the National Lacrosse Hall of
Fame is right on campus and that this year's
team is undefeated. He said everyone loves itand
th 1
Bal
at acrosse is to
timore what hockey is to
Durham.
Oh, that makes sense. But we've got a lacrosse ·
team, too.
It was then I realized how little I knew. I ·sat
down and watched the game, totally intrigued by
,t he players, positions and plays of the game.
Here was a sport played on turf the size of a
football field with the hitting and goaltending of
hockey, the fast breaks and picks of basketball,
and the sprinting and maneuvering ofsoccer. Yet
lacrosse is totally unlike any of the pro sports I
followed as a kid. That Saturday, I became aJohn
Hopkins lacrosse fan.
Last Tuesday, I became a UNH lacrosse fan,
but it wasn't the same. Sure the Wildcats are a
good team, but there was something missing.
What was missing was about 5,000 fans. Of
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Wildcat Steve Glover (13) scores his 46th goal of the season Tuesday, breaking his own school record.
Bowdoin goaltender Brian Keefe v-ainly tries to stop his shot (Tim Skeer photo).
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It's athletic report card .time
Men

performances, but I have to grade
you on what you've turned in.
Skiing-(N o record) C
Competition was tough and UNH
doesn't own a mountain to play on,
but my grade is based on
performance, not background.
Baseball-(20-10, so far) B You
haven't taken the final yet, but
things look good for you. After a
refreshing Spring break in Florida,
you performed well. The last few
weeks have concerned me, but
overall I'm pleased.
Lacrosse-(7-7, so far) C Your
final will be taken later also, but it
is to decide your grade. You
started off with bad marks, e·ven
though they were advanced
courses. Two good grades and then
three bad ones, now three more
good ones in a row. I think I'm
going to talk to your parents. This
could be a motivatio~al problem.

Football-(6-4) B- A slow start
hindered your performance, but
you crammed during the I st part of
the semester to pull your grade out.
Soccer-(3-11-1) DThis is
especially disappointing after the
progress you made last year. Time
to get back to work next year.
Men's cross-country and track(17-7 overall) A Your parents
work year-round to whip you into
shape and it shows. Three stars for
your refrigerator.
Golf-(2-3) c you're a quiet kid,
but keep trying you may reach
your potential. You also dress
funny.
Tennis-(0-6) F Did you preregister? I don't see anything
turned in by you.
Hockey-(19-13-1) BYou
almost made the honor roll, but
you barely flunked your last test. A
Women
more consistent year would have
put you over the hump.
Field Hockey-(12-0-3) A
Basketball-(7-19) D Away from
Excellent family. Your achievehome you lose something. Maybe
men ts received national attention,
you should have stayed local. Too
and rightfully so. Keep up the good
late now. You have showed
work.
improvement, though.
-Volleyball-(26-14) A- Another
Wrestling-(3·17) D· I've been
strong performance. your class is
told that you've been watching
impressive and you are one of its
"Dynasty" on TV and not doing
brighter members.
·your hom_ework. As ~n individual
Ice Hockey-(2.2-0) A How can
you are fme, collectively you are
you say anythmg bad about
hit ( 9wiil}i~
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local and national television
attention. Congratulations. Your
sister Field is following in you
footsteps.
Track and cross-country-(23-9
overall) A- The women's honor
roll is getting long, but the proof is
in the performance.
Tennis-(4-6) C Your classmates
are head and shoulders above you
for the most part. If the Academic
Senate revises its criteria, you
couJd be on probation.
'
Gymnastics-(12-1) A- Another
fine performance, but just missed
out on national honors. Still a
tremendous performance.
Swimming-(4-4) B You pulled
through during finals and ended
up seventh in the nation. Good job.
I'm looking for big things from you
next year.
Basketball-(13-9) BYou
seemed on the verge of doing really
well, but you never put it together.
I had big expectations, but ended
up disappointed.
·
Skiing-(no record) B- Some
great performances, especially a1
. the end of the year, but like yom
brother the school doesn't have
what you need, a mountain.
Lacrosse-(5-3-1) BGood
effort. You 're young and I hop1
you use this year's experienc
wisely. Come back ready to work.
Softball-(9-8) C It's tough beinf
a "C" student in your class, bu.
":you'll have to work harder n~l
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Sports
BC puts UNH playoff chances
By Ged Carbone
The UNH baseball team played
three games in two days and two of
them dimming its playoff
prospects. The 'Cats split a home
double-header with Colby on
Wednesday by scores of 2-4,11-2.
After yesterday's 13-8 single
game loss to Boston College UNH
players were understandably
reticent. Coach Tom Connor on
UNH's playoff chances: "I doubt
it."
Andy Adams on his four-run
one -and:one-third inning pitching
performance: "The guy (BC's Ken
Wood)hit a homerun." Wood's
three-run homer came in the·sixth
after UNH had scored five runs in
the fifth to cut a run defidt to a
score of 9-6.
And Andy Brickley said of his
fifth inning,three homer: "I hit a
fastball." Boston College coach
Ed Pellagrini, a major leaguer in
the '50's elaborated on Brickley's
homer.
"That's the longest ball I\re seen
hit in this park," said the coach of
twenty-five seasons. "How far'd
that travel over your head .Leo?"he
asked his right fielder Leo Smith.
"A hundred yards was the answer.
That puts the ball about 450 feet
from li".me plate.

doubt, 13-8

Hnckley's homer was the teams'
21st of the season which. nearly
doubles the old team record of 12,
set in 1977.
.
After the Colby split UNH
coach Ted Conner said,"In a seven
inning game a ·team's gonna get
two chances to win. In . a nine
inning g~me (like yesterday's) you
might get three. If you don't take
advantage of it, then you 're gonna
lose. That's true at any level,"
coach Connor said:·
. The BC game proved that the 16
year coaching veteran knows what
he's taiking about. The 'Cats got
tne1r two chances to win and
missed one.
Boston College made their two
chances count.
The Wildcat failure came in the
lirst 'inning. ·with one out Tom
Connor reached on an error. Mike
Salinaro followed with a line
double down the third baseline
that moved Connor to third.
Pitcher Tom McCarthy walked
Andy Brickley intentionally to
pitch to UNH's leading hitter Jeff
Stohrer who is hitting .407. That
strategy clearly should not have
worked.
But it did. Stohrer hit a sharp
BASEBALL, page 9

UNH's Paul Lecompte (5) pulls up with a double against Colby Tuesday (Henri Barber photo).

•
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Laxwomen: '81 season 1n
By Sue Valenza
For the first time in UNH
history, the women's lacrosse team
fai1ed to qualify for post-season
action. So, big deal. What can you
expect from a . season t~at was
predicted to be JUSt what it ended
up as? Yes, it was a winning one (53-1) but when it came right down
to it the wins simply weren't
prod~ced against the "right"
teams.
One can all dwell on the fact that
perhaps this year's Wildcat squad
was in fact "robbed" of a playoff
spot in that: the University of
Rhode Island was given the fourth
and final slot before UNH had a
chance to contend with the Rams
for the first time of the season
(URI won the finale, 7-4). But
what can you do?
There were some bright spots in

•
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an intermittently dismal season.
For starters, over half of this year's
team was composed of new or
inexperienced players. Freshman
goaltender Deb Cram had never
set eyes on the game until UNH
took to the field against
Springfield on March 30. And do
you think that bothered her? Not a
chance. Cram posted her only
shutout of the season in that 8-0
romp.

And there's Donna Modini who
for the first time in three seasons as
a Wildcat, was moved into a
scoring position where she tallied
six goals. Line defenseman Susan
Mellett will be lost to graduation
as well, but the end-of-the-season
performance of fresJ;imen Peggy
Pike and Sara Richards, along
with some important veteran
strengths, indicate that few gaps
will be left.

Sure, UNH is losing this
season's second-leading scorer
(Gaby Harouler) to graduation,
but just look who's there to take
her place. Stepping in will be Carla
Hesler, this season's leader in
goalproduction, who surpassed
her previous season's mark of 14
goals after three consecutive fivegoal performances.

Look at it this way, maybe the
1981 women's lacrosse season was
an authentic "rebuilding" year.
Next year, with one season under
their belt, coach Jean Rilling and
the now-experienced laxwomen
can only look toward next year
and begin the trend of consistent
post-season play all over again.

Sports Shorts

1

Swim captains
Captains for the 1981-82 men's swimming season have been
announced. Seniors Jeff Growney and Doug Sampson will serve as
mentors for next year's squad which copped a solid 12th place finish
at New Englands this season.
Growney, a native of \lpper ~yak, New York specializes in
backstroke ana 1s a member of the UNH record-holding 400 medley
relay. Sampson, a distance freestyler out of Penacook, NH, holds
the school record in the 1000 yard freestyle (10:48.0) and is a part of
the school record-holding 800 freestyle relay.

Soccer club
The women's soccer clu'b will hold its last practice tomorrow
morning at 10:00. Anyone interested in playing next fall should
attend dressed to play.
Practice will be held at the women's soccer field located behind the
field house.

Laxmen edge Bowdoin, 12-10, face key tests
it with four straight goals. So you
By Gerry Miles
The two remaining regular have to be cautious."
season games are the pivotal points
Rumors from Amherst confirm
for the UNH lacrosse team in its the concern the UMass team has as
rush at a New England well.
Championship when they play at
But Division III PQ,Wer
Middlebury Saturday and close Middlebury stands in the way of
out the season with a cautious the stickmen first. And to add to
UMass team in Cowell Stadium the motiviation factor playing a
Wednesday afternoon at 3 p.m.
Division I foe, it is parent's
Having evened it's mark at 7-7, weekend up north Saturday,
with a 12-10 win over Bowdoin adding fuel to the fire.
Tuesday, UNH must keep this
Steve Glover broke the school
momentum for the final two single season scoring record (45) to
games, expecially against UMass, pace the 'Cats as a tough Bowdoin
which is having serious doubts team put more than a scare into the
about what might happen to them . Wildcats. After taking a 2-1 lead at
after escaping with a 18-15 the end of one and Bowdoin trailed
decision in Amherst two weeks by just one 5-4 at the half on a
ago.
buzzer beater.
The Minutemen ranked fifth in
the country and first in New
England, abounding talent. But
they almost found that the old
saying of"any given day" can hold
up even on your home field with
4,000 plus in attendance.

But it was another strong third
period for UNH, usualy its worst,
that propelled them to a 10-3 lead.
The surge was sparked by a fourgoal outburst in a two-minute
span.

Mike Fitzpatrick sandwiched
"I'm not looking forward to the two of his three goal output
return trip to UNH, '.' said UMass around Glover's record breaker
coach Dick Garber. "I thought we and a Mike Van Vleck tally to do
the damage.
had the game in control when we
Wildcat Brian Byrnes, who has
led 15-10, but they got right back in been hot of late, got the 'Cats out

A Bowdoin player hurdles a Wildcat in Tuesday's action (Henri Barber photo).

.

to a 6-4 lead on his second of three
goals, he added an assist a~ well.
However, the fourth quarter
became the poor one for UNH as
Bowdoin outscored UNH 4-2 to

cut the gap. Two Bowdoin goals
closed the lead 11-9 before Don
Brown pushed the lead to 12-9 on
his 14th of the year.
It was too little too lat~ though

as the goal came with seven
seconds to go from Nash, the
Polar-Bears big gun who scored
three times and set up two others.

